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1. Introduction
1.1 In June 1984 the European Communities requested the Government of
Canada to consult tinder Article XXIIl:1. The consultation did not lead to
a solution and the European Communities requested a GATT Panel under
Article XXIII:2 to examine the matter (Doc. I./5777, 12 February 1985).

1.2 On 12 March 1985 the Council agreed to establish a Panel and
authorized its Chairman to draw up terms of reference and to designate the
Members and the Chairman of the Panel in consultation with the parties
concerned (C/M/186, item 3). The United States, Spain, New Zealand and
Australia reserved their right to make a submission to the Panel. Jamaica
and Trinidad and Tobago requested to be included in consultations on the
Panel's terms of reference ard composition.

1.3 The following terms of reference were announced by the Chairman of the
Council on 12 February 1986 (C/M/195, item 15):

Terms of reference

"To examine in the light of relevant GATT provisions, the matter
referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES by the European Communities in
document L/5777, that is, whether certain practices of provincial
agencies which market alcoholic beverages (i.e. Liquor Boards) are in
accordance with the provisions of the General Agreement, and whether
Canada has carried out its obligations under the General Agreement;
and to make such findings as will assist the CONTRACTING PARTIES in
making recommendations or rulings as provided for in paragraph 2 of
Article XXIII.

In carrying out its examination the Panel would take into
account, inter alia, the provincial statement of intentions concluded
in the context of the Tokvo Round of multilateral. trade. negotiations
with respect to sales of alcoholic beverages by provincial marketing
agencies in Canada."

1.4 The composition of the Panel was announced on 12 December 1986
(C/143):

Chairman: H.E. Mr. E.F. Haran
Members: Mr. E. Contestabile

Mr. J. Viganó

88-0185
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1.5 The Panel held its meetings on 18 December 1986, 25 and 26 March 1987,
2 May, 7 and 8 July, 21, 22 and 23 July and 8, 9, 10 and 14 October 1987.
The delegations of Australia and the United States were heard by the Panel
on 26 March 1987.

1.6 In the course of its work, the Panel consulted with the delegations of
Canada and the European Communities. Arguments and relevant information
submitted by both parties, replies to questions put by the Panel. as well as
all relevant GATT documentation served as a basis for the examination of
the matter. During the proceedings, the Panel provided the two parties
adequate opportunity to develop a mutually satisfactory solution in the
matter before it.

2. Factual aspects

2.1 In Canada, constitutional authority to control import and export
transactions across national or provincial boundaries is within the
exclusive legislative authority of the Federal Parliament under Section 91
of the Canadian Constitution Act, 1867 (formerly the British North America
Act). This "trade and commerce" power of the federal authorities
essentially excludes any authority over the distribution of imported or
local products within provinces. Legislation of either level of government
which is determined to have encroached on areas within the exclusive
legislative authority of another level. of government, is ultra vires and
therefore null and void. Only a Canadian court of competent jurisdiction
is empowered to make such a determination.

2.2 All liquor boards in Canada are created by provincial, statutes and
their monopoly position with respect to the supply and distribution of
alcoholic beverages within their provincial borders is based on provincial
legislation. The provinces are constitutionally empowered to enact such
legislation under Section 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867, in particular
the heads referring to 'Property and Civil Rights' and 'Local Matters
within the Province'. The importation of liquor into Canada is, on the
other hand, regulated by federal legislation. P' means of the
1928 Impartation of Intoxicating Liquors Act (now R.S.C, 1970) the Canadian
Parliament restricted the importation of liquor except under the provisions
established by a provincial agency vested with the right to sell liquor.
This has resulted in a monopoly on the importation of alcoholic beverages
by; provincial liquor boards. The federal statute restricts the importation
of liquor except under provisions established by a provincial. monopoly of
supply and distribution. By virtue of the Act importers and consumers in
Canada Cannot bypass the intermediary of the provincial liquor boards by
making direct imports.

2 .3 The distribution of alcoholic beverages in Canada is control. or
conducted by the provincial marketing agencies, or "liquor boards". All.
provinces have government liquor stores situated throughout their
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territory. Some provinces also permit off-premises sales, sales through
hotels, restaurants, grocery stores and 'beer" or "wine" stores at prices
and under conditions determined by the provincial authorities (liquor
commissions). The objectives of the provincial liquor monopolies include
(i) profit maximization for revenue generating purposes (fiscal objectives)
and (ii) limitation, for moral and health reasons, of the potential abuse
of alcoholic drinks (social objectives).

2.4 The retail price of an alcoholic beverage sold in a Canadian province
is established by adding applicable federal customs duties and taxes,
provincial mark-ups and taxes to the base price. The provincial mark-ups
are applied in addition to customs duties at the rates bound under Canada's
GATT tariff schedule. All duties on beer, wines and spirits are bound in
this schedule. The European Communities or its particular member States
have initial negotiating rights on a number of concessions. Several other
Contracting Parties, including the United States, also have initial
negotiating rights on a number of concessions granted by Canada on
alcoholic beverages.

2.5 The mark-up is the percentage increase over the bass price. The base
price is defined, both for imported and domestic products, as invoice price
plus standard freight to a pre-set destination plus federal charges,
including customs duties. The mark-ups being imposed, in part, for fiscal
reasons constitute an important source of revenue for provincial
governments. Most Canadian provinces have had a longstanding policy of
differential mark-ups for provincial and imported alcoholic beverages, the
mark-ups applied by the provincial. liquor boards being frequently, but in
degrees which vary from province to province and with respect to the type
of alcoholic drink, higher than those applied to domestic products. Some
indication with respect to the level of mark-up differentials in question
is given by Table 1 and Table 2 below. Certain provinces apply
differential mark-ups to some products from other provinces, as well.

2.6 While the situation varies somewhat from province-to-province,
generally any supplier of beer, wine or spirits, domestic or imported,
wishing to sell the product in a province must first obtain a "listing"
from the provincial marketing agency. A listing request (which may vary by
province and by product) is assessed on the basis of criteria such as
quality, price marketability, relationship to other products of the same
type already listed, performance in other markets, etc. If the listing is
granted, it can be subject to conditions under which the product in
question may be sold in the province (e.g. minimum sales quotas,
bottle/package sizes). Moreover, factors such as space limitations and
revenue maximization also affect listing and delisting practices of the
various liquor commissions and their marketing agency outlets, which
endeavour to operate as commercial enterprises with a certain degree of
autonomy. In certain provinces (e.g. British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec)
the conditions and formalities to be respected for an imported product to
be admitted to the list of items available for sale by a liquor board are
more onerous than those applying to domestic wines, spirits and beer.
Certain of these practices are to be terminated by 1 January 1988.
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Moreover, in a number of provinces additional outlets - such as grocery
stores, or "licensed retail stores" - are available for sales ol the
domestic products or domestically bottled products and are denied for
imported products. Several provinces' liquor beards also differentiate
between domestic and imported alcoholic beverages through listing and
delisting practices and other conditions and formalities.

2.7 The practices described in paragraph 2.5 and 2.6 are referred to in
the "Provincial Statement of Intentions with Respect to Sales of Alcoholic
Beverages by Provincial Marketing Agenries in Canada" (see Annex) . The
Statement which should be fully implemented by I Jnruary 1988, was
negotiated by Canada on behalf of its provinces in the context of the Tokvo
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations with the Europen Communities and
sets out specific undertakings with respect to mark-ups, listing and
distribution practices. Similar statements were also negotiated by Canada
with the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Finland.

2.8 The Statement refers to police and practices affecting all alcoholic
beverages imported by Caiada from the EC. It stipulates, inter alia, that
any differential in mark-up between domestic and imported wines will not in
future be increased beyond current leve s. except as might be justified by
normal commercial considerations. The Statement also provides that by
1January 1988 "any differential in mark-up between domestic and imported

distilled spirits will reflect normal commercial considerations including
higher costs of handling and marketing which are not included in the basic
delivery price". A number of letters relating to the Statement were
exchanged between Canada. on behalf of the Canadian provinces, and the
European Communities in April 1979 (see Annex I). In the letter of 5 April.
1979, Canada. informed the European Communities that the Statement was
necessarily non-contractual in nature". The text of Statement of
Intentions, was realised by the government of Canada and included in a
document of the EC Commission reporting on the outcome of the Tokyo Round.
Specific reference to the Statement of Intentions was also included from
1988 on in Canada notification to GATT or state trading persuant to
Article XVII: (a.) . However, the Statement is not an integral part of
Canada's GATT tarift schedule, neither had it been notified to all
participants in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations nor to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES . In many instances mark-up differentials between imported and
domestic alcoholic beverages were reduced or eliminated since April 1979.
In a number of cases, mark-up differetials between imported and domesticic
wines were increased since that date.

2.9 In support of their case both parties supplied the Panel with
extensive statistical information and other material relation to imports
and domestic sales of alcoholic beverages, mark-ups and other policies and
practices affecting sales of liquors in Canada.
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TABLE 1

Mark-ups applying to certain types of spirits - 1985

WHISKY (STANDARD) COGNAC BRANDY OTHER SPIRITS

1) I D I

ONTARIO

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

QUEBEC
123+

ALBERTA

109

115

113*

116

122

120

*

117

58 120

115 120

** **

115 118

100

110

115124 115 127

115 120 115 120

* *

113 123 113

100

1 11 116 117 107 109

NEW BRUNSWICK

MANITOBA

NOVA SCOTIA

120

133

120

132

138

120

127

133

120

132

138

137

127 132 127 132

133 138 133 138

122 139 120 137

SASKAICHEWAN 131 138 133 138 133 138 133 138

D = Domestic

*

I = Imported

Ad valorem mark-up applied
paid) over $65.00 per case.

only t:o the portion of cost price (duty,

Quebec cognac: Ad valorem mark-up applied only to the portion of cost
price (duty paid) between $65.00 and $90.00 per case. For any surplus
portion of the cost price (above $90.00 per case) the mark-up is 100 % for
both domestic and imported cognac.

+
Ad valorem mark-up applied only to

paid) over $55.00 per case.
the portion of cost price (duty

Source: EC's calculations based on the statistics supplied by Canada.

D D I

LIQUORS



Mark-ups applying to

TABLE 2

beer and table wines -

BEER WINES

LOCAL D I LOCAL D I

**
ONTARIO 21.2 80 58 105 123
(-1986 1 66 66)

***
BRITISH COLUMBTA 83 50 110 110

QUEBEC N/A N/A 124 94 118 125

**
ALBERTA 49 57 77 77 83

NEW BRUNSWICK 59 65 86 93 117 122

MANITOBA

NOVA SCOTIA

76 75 75

**

**

SASKATCHEWAN 34

D = Domestic I = Imported

British Columbia beer:

66.6 81

65 75 80

86 111 121

N/A 8960

43% mark-up if 1.2-4.0 % alcohol/volume;
50 % mark-up if 4.1-5.7 % alcohol/volume;
54 % mark-up if 5.8-8.5% alcohol/volume;

No distinction between Local and Domestic beer.

Quebec wine: Ad Valorem mark-up applied only to the portion of the
cost price (duty paid) between $20.00 and $40.00 per
Case. For any surplus portion of the cost price (above
$40.00 per case), the mark-up is identical for all
categories of wine.

Source: EC's calculations based on the statistics supplied Canada

L/6304
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3. MAIN ARGUMENTS

(a) General

3.1 The European Communities argued that application of the discriminatory
mark-ups and other forms of restriction and discrimination by the
provincial marketing agencies of alcoholic drinks in Canada were
inconsistent with Canada's obligations under the General Agreement and
nullified or impaired the advantages accruing to the Community under the
General Agreement especially since the duties on products in question were
bound in Canada's tariff schedule. The European Communities considered
that it was within the competence of the Federal Government of Canada,
acting in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Canadian
constitution, to remove the inconsistency of provincial and federal
measures affecting the Importation of alcoholic beverages with Canada's
GATT commitments. The European Communities argued that Canada had not
taken the measures, reasonably at its disposal and within its power, to
ensure observance of its GATT obligations by its provincial governments.
It also considered that, where the differential in the mark-up was lower
than the bound rate, the Federal Covernment of Canada could have reduced
the customs duty rates to offset the mark-up differentials. The European
Communities thus requested the Panel to find that:

(i) the imposition of higher mark-tips on imported alcoholic
beverages than on domestic products by the provincial marketing
agencies was inconsistent with Canada's obligations under
Articles II or III of the General Agreement;

(ii) the application of discriminatory measures concerning
listing/delisting procedures and availability of points of sale
to imported alcoholic beverages was inconsistent with Canada's
obligations under Article III, XI or XVII of the General
Agreement;

(iii) Canada had not fully complied with its notification obligations
under Article XVII:4 of the General Agreement;

(iv) Canada had failed to carry out its obligations under
Article XXIV:12 of the General Agreement;

(V) benefits accruing to the European Economic Community had been
nullified or impaired.

The Community moreover invited the Panel to recommend that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES request Canada to take appropriate measures to
terminate the discrimination against imported alcoholic beverages.

3.2. Canada considered that it was meeting its obligations under Article II
according to the commerce of the European Communities treatment no less
favourable than that provided for in Canada's tariff schedule. First, it
argued that the relevant tariff bindings were being honoured and that no
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additional charges were being applied at the border except for normal
excise charges. Secondly, Canada considered that also its provinces
complied with the obligations of Article II since: (i) the 1979 Statement
of Intentions was an agreement between parties in the sense of Article II:4
and that the Statement confirmed and made explicit the Furopean
Communities' longstanding acceptance of differential mark-ups and certain
other practices of liquor hoards differentiating: between domestic and
imported products; (ii) the mark-up differential between imported and
domestic products was generally justified by "commercial. considerations"
and "reasonable margin of profi t"; (iii ) the provinces had not applied an
amount of protection in excess of that permitted under Article II:4, and
(iv) the policy of differential mark-ups was a longstanding policy
pre-dating Canada's accession to the General Agreement.

3,3. Canada also considered that it fully complied with the requirements of
Article III, XVII and XI of the General Agreement. In respect to Article
IIICanada noted that (i) it was applicable to 'imported' products, i.e.
products that had cleared customs, and not to the 'importation' of
products, (ii) it did not refer to mark-ups imposed by liquor boards since
such mark-ups were specifically addressed under Article II-4, (iii)it did
not apply to state trading enterprises such as liquor boards given the more
specific provisions of Article XVII, and that (iv) differential internal
charges resulting from different commercial costs associated with imported
products were permitted under Article III. Canada noted that also the
other commercial practices referred to by the EC could not be considered
'regulatory' requirements as contemplated by Article III. Canada claimed
that there was no national treatment obligation applicable to state-trading
enterprises under the General Agreement because Article III was not
relevant given the provisions of Article XVII which contained the only
obligation related to state-trading, that was the most-favoured-nation
treatment. Finally, Canada argued that it had fully complied with the
provisions of Article XI since (i) the liquor beard practices were
provincial measures and not measures takenby Canada, (ii) they were
measures applied to importer products and not to the 'importation' of
products and (iii) they were consistent with the Statement of Intentions.
Canada recalled that, Canadian provinces had the constitutional authority to
control the supplyand distribution ofalcoholic beverages within their
respective borders ard it noted that Canada's trading partners had long
been aware of the Federal Government's constitutional Iimitation with

respect to concluding treaties in genera l, and specifically with respect to
.agreements involving the alcohoic beverage sector. Canada said that the
regulatory framework with respect to alcoholicbeverags pre-dated Canada's
accession to the GATT and that Canada's trading partners had beencrogr .ent
of the fact that any concession made by Canada in this sector would be
implemented within this framework. Canada's viewwas that its GATT
obligation, with respect to a provincial measure, was that contained in
Article XXIV:12, i.e. to take "such reasonable measures as maybe available
to it to ensure observance of this Agreement by the regional and local
governments within its territory". Canada noted that the practices of the
liquor boards in question were not control led by the federal government but
by provincial governments. If it had been intended that an federal state
were to be deemed to have automatically and directly violated a specific
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GATT provision as a result of a measure taken by another level of
government the.: the obligation contained in Article XXIV:12 would be left
empty of practical meaning. Canada considred that it had fully complied
with its obligations under that paragraph and, therefore, under the GATT.
Canada's. view was that trade statistics clearly showed that EC access to
the Canadian market had not been nullified and impaired and that there had
been a substantial increase in EC experts of alcoholic beveragesto Canada
since 1979.

3.4Based on the above, Canadaasked the Panel to find that:

(i) Canada had not acted in a manner inconsistent with the
obligations under Article II. III, XI or XVII;

(ii) The provinces in Canada had acted in manner which serves the
provisions of the General Agreement and the 1979 Statement of
Intentions;

(iii) Canada had met its obligation in this matter, as set out in the
provisions of Article XXIV:12; and

(iv) No benefit accruing directly or indirectly to the European
Communities was being nullified or impaired.

(b) Article II and the Provincial Statement

3.5 The European Communities argued that, as a combination of collection
of hound duties and imposition of import mark-ups constituted less favoured
treatment than that provided in the Canadian tariff schedule, the practice
was inconsistent with Article II:1(a). Since mark-ups above costs and
reasonable profit margins were imposed for purposes of revenue raising they
constituted "charges of any kind" in the meaning of Article II:1(b). The
European Communities considered that the imposition of discriminatory
mark-ups could not he justified or the basis of Article II:1(b), seccnd
sentence, because the mark-up differentials did not represent duties or
charges imposed prior to 30 October 1947, nor were they directly or
mandatorily required to be imposed by legislation in force in Canada on
that date. The European Communities said that records of the level. of the
mark-ups and mark-up differentials, in 1947, were not even available and in
its view it was evident that new mark-ups had been introduced. Moreover,
the Communities argued that Article II:4 contained a specific provision
limiting the degree of protection which might be afforded through the
operation of import monopolies with respect to products on which tariff
concessions had been granted. Article II:4 did not contain any reference
to monopoly margins applied on the date of the Agreement and there was no
basis for applying Article II:1(b) second sentence by analogy or otherwise
in the context of this provision. It was in any event clear that mark-up
differentials could not be justified on the basis of Article II:2(a), since
theywore inconsistent with the national treatment requirements of Article
III:2.
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3.6 Canada argued that the measures taken by the provincial liquor boards
were to be viewed in the light of Carada's obligations as a contracting
party and that it was fully meeting its obligations under Article II:1(a).
Canada considered that it was according to the commerce of the European
Communities treatment no less favourable than that provided for in Canada's
tariff schedule and that, under the Importation of Intoxicating Liquors
Act, there was no discrimination between suppliers. Canada said that it
did not recall ever indicating to the European Communities that all
pre-1947 mark-up records were not available, and noted that while some
might be difficult or even impossible to obtain, many others were
available.

3.7 In the European Communities' view, Canadian liquor boards were
monopolies or importations of the kind referred to in Article II:4. The
Communities noted that given the provision of Article II:4 the liquor
boards were not free to operate so as to afford protection in excess of the
amount of protection provided in the Canadian tariff schedule. Under
Article 11:4 a tariff concession comprised a concession on the monopoly
protection level and the application by liquor boards, of higher mark-ups
on imported beer. wines and spirits than on like domestic products
constituted thus additional charges on imports and broke the tariff
bindings. The fact that discriminatory import mark-ups were applied in
addition to the bound duty rates, constituted prima facie evidence of the
operation of levels of protection which corresponded to the differential. in
the mark-ups and thus was contrary to the provisions of Article II:4.

3.8 Canada fully accepted that it "... authorized, formally or in effect.
a monopoly of the importation" of any alcoholic beverages by means of the
Importation of Intoxicating Licuors Act. However, it said that the
provinces had the constitutional authority to control the supply and
distribution of alcoholic beverages within their respective border. In
Canada's view, the pravinces had fully observed the provisions of
Arricle II:4 with respect to the application of mark-ups. First,
Article II:4, as well as its interpretative Note, referred to the
possibility of an agreement such as the 1979 Statement of intentions which
needed to be fully implemented only by the end of 1987 and which permited
differential mark-ups. Second, in Canada's view the drafting history of
Article II:4 suggested that a "reasonable margin of profit" in the case of
an import monopoly was a margin which "should not be so excessive as to
restrict the volume of trade" (see Section (d)) and an analysis of the
Communities' alcoholic beverage exports to Canada since 1979 clearly showed
significant growth of the volume of trade.

3.9 The European Communities noted that Article II contained an element of
choice between the collection of bound duty rate and the operation of
protection through import mark-ups. To the extent that the federal
government could have chosen to offset the protection afforded through the
import mark-ups by a reduction or elimination of the customs duties, in the
EC's view, Canada could not claim that the issue was merely one of
provincial observance of Article II:4.
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3.10 Canada argued that it had never found it necessary to reduce the
customs duty rates to offset the mark-up differentials because federal and
provincial actions were fully consistent with the General Agreement and the
Statement of Intentions. Moreover, in its interpretation the proposal
signified that Canada would be asked to apply different rates of duties to
different provinces, depending upon the differential mark-up involved.
Canada argued that this would be impractical and administratively
unenforceable.

3.11 Canada stated that the exchange of letters concerning the "Provincial
Statement of Intentions" (see Annex) which took place between the
Government of Canada and the European Commission on 12 April 1979
represented an agreement of the kind referred to in Article II:4. In
Canada's view by the nature of the terms of this agreement the European
Communities accepted that the mark-up differentials on wines would not be
increased beyond 1979 levels and that the mark-up differentials on spirits
would reflect only commercial considerations. In both instances, increases
would be only permitted where they could be Justified by normal commercial
considerations.

3.12 The European Communities said that it had never agreed under Article
11:4 or in any other way that the Canadian liquor boards were free to
operate so as to afford protection in excess of the amount of protection
provided in the Canadian GATT schedule. In the view of the European
Communities an agreement referred to in Article II:4 must be of a
contractual nature and it must be transparent, i.e. known to all
contracting parties, and must reflect the intention of the parties to
exclude or modify the obligations otherwise resulting from the existence of
a tariff binding.

3.13 The European Communities argued that the Statement was not an
agreement of the kind envisaged under Article II:4 since it was unilateral
in nature. The Communities said that it merely took note of a unilateral
undertaking by the Canadian provinces. In its view, the statement
contained a rollback undertaking with respect to GATT-inconsistent mark-up
differentials between domestic and imported spirits and a standstill
undertaking with respect to mark-up differentials between domestic and
imported wines but there was no indication that these undertakings were
intended to replace the obligations under Article 11:4. Moreover, the
European Communities noted that the statement did not cover mark-ups on
beer and could not therefore possibly justify any such mark-ups. It was
evident, in the EC's view, from the heading "Statement of Intentions" that
this had not been meant to contain legally-binding obligations, but at most
unilateral, non-binding undertakings.

3.14 Canada argued that the Statement was a good-faith understanding
between the parties, reached in the context of the MTN negotiating rocess,
and intended to have an effect as part of that process. Canada said that
the Statement was included in the public documents released by the
Government of Canada and the EC Commission reporting on the results of the
Tokyo Round. It argued that the following paragraphs from a communication
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from the European Commission to the European Council outlining the results
of the Tokyo Round (COM(79)514 Final Brussels, 8 October 1979 - page 72-73)
clearly established the legitimacy and precise nature of the agreement:

"In the negotiations with Canada, the Community's objective was
... in the alcoholic beverages sector, to put an end to the
discrimination in Canada between foreign and national and between the
various foreign suppliers themselves".

"The results obtained with Canada are as follows: . . . With
regard to alcoholic beverages, there is an exchange of letters (see
Annex B17) containing a declaration of intent by Canada's provincial
governments providing in respect of all products, for
non-discrimination between foreign suppliers; for spirits the
discrimination between domestic products and imported products will be
abolished over eight years and, in respect of wine, vermouth and
champagne, the present difference between domestic products and
imported products will be frozen and a minimum price introduced for
imports of wines".

"In these circumstances, the Community has given a favourable
reply to . number of Canada 's requests for tariff offers concerning
Certain agricultural products (berries whiskey, maple syrup) and
certain fishery products.

In Canada's view the language used by the EC itself, in referring to the
''understandings'' and "undertaking" of the statement confirmed and made
explicit the EC's longstanding acceptance of differential mark-ups. The
relevant pages of the document were submitted.

3.15 The European Communities said that the communication quoted byCanada
wasa purely internaldocument. It argued thatthelastparagraphquoted

contained aglobalevaluation of the negotiations with Canada in the
agricultural sector,that it was quotedcutof context and couldnot be
taken to imply that the Commison had consideredthe Statatementto
constitute a GATT concession by Canada.Canada indicated thatit had
provided the full text of this communication.

3.16 The Communitiesnotedthat atariffbindingwas thesubject of an
international agreement, and itcould only bemodified byanother
international agreement, clearly made,andnot by aunilateralstatement.
It argued that any document by which a contractingparty was said to have
unilaterallywaived its rights had to come from the party whose rights were
said to have been waived, not from the partyclaiming to he free from its
normaI obligations. In theCommunities' view, it folIowed from
Article II:4 and itsinterpretative note ("...as otherwisespecifically
agreed ..."; in the French version. "... sauf convention expresse entre les
parties contractantes ...") that only an agreement of a contractual nature
which specifically excluded the monopoly margins from the obligations
resulting otherwise from a tariff concession was acceptable. Such an
agreement would determine a different monopoly protection level from the
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one which was otherwise legally permitted under Article II. It would
therefore necessarily affect the GATT rights, not only of the parties which
negotiated the agreement, but the rights of all contracting parties since
the obligations under Article II:4 had to be applied erga omnes and in
accordance with the MFN principle. In the EC's view efforts to resolve
disagreements about the application of GATT would be made more difficult
if, when unilateral promises to correct violations were made, it was always
necessary for those receiving them to react formally by stating that the
promises were not accepted and that no rights were being waived,

3.17The European Communities, recalled that the letter by. the Canadian
Government dated 5 April 1979, by which the Statement was transmitted
underlined that the Statement was necessarily non-contractual in nature,
that it represented a positive undertaking to follow certain policies and
practices and that it was considered to be a valuable contribution to a
settlement between Canada and the Community in this area. The Government
of Canada had merely agreed to be a channel of communication with foreign
governments and had only used its good offices with the provincial
authorities concerning the implementation of the Statement. There was no
indication in the Statement or the letter of transmission that there had
been an intention to reach can agreement on the exclusion of the monopoly
margins from the obligations under Article II:4, or on other binding and
enforceable obligations with respect to these margins. In reply by letter
of the same day the Commission had simpily acknowledged receipt: of the
letter of transmission without repeating or otherwise referring to the
content of the Statement of Intentions. In the EC's view, the conclusion
of an agreement in the form of an exchange of letters customarily required
that the content of the agreement be repeated in letters from both sides.
In a further letter of 29 June 1979, the Commission had commented on the
Statement saving in particular that the terms of the Statement had been
examined very closely by the Community, that this examination had led to
some disquiet concerning the terms of the Statement about the mark-ups and
that the Community would be looking for proof of the effectiveness of the
undertaking to eliminate discrimination against Community spirits. In the
EC's view there had been no intention on either side to conclude an
agreement with respect to the content of the Statement of Intentions.

3.18 The European Communities next recalled that the Statement had not been
transmitted on behalf of the Federal Government of Canada, but on behalf of
the provinces which could not he party to an international agreement under
the GATT. Moreover, the Community did not have initial negotiating rights
on concessions of all. the products covered by the Statement and could only
have concluded an agreement under Article II:4 with respect to those
products. In the EC's view, the Statement was a unilateral undertaking by
the Canadian provincial authorities, was not part of an agreement between
the contracting parties which had negotiated the relevant tariff
concessions and did not affect the rights of contracting parties under
Article II:4. The mere fact that the Statement of Intentions was included
in the terms of reference of the Panel was not, in the view of the
Communities, an indication that the Statement itself modified the
Community's GATT rights or created additional rights. The Communities
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agreed that the consideration of the nature and content of the Statement
and of its implementation was relevant to the question of evaluating to
what extent Canada had taken reasonable measures to ensure observance by
its Provinces of its obligations under the General Agreement. however,
this should not obscure the fact that the matter raised bv the Communities
was not whether the Statement had been fully implemented but whether the
practices of the liquor boards were in accordance with the provisions of
the General Agreement and whether Canada had carried out its obligations
under the Agreement, taking into account the Statement of Intentions.

3.19 Canada argued that the description of the Provincial Statement of
Intentions as "non-contractual" was related tc, the constitutional inability
of Canadian provinces to enter into formal treaty obligations wIth foreign
powers and meant that the Statement was not intended to constitute a
Legally finding treaty in its own right. It had, in other words, no Legal.
status apart from the CATT but it did have a legal effect within the
framewok of the GATT. In Canada's view there was nothing in the language
of Article II:4 ('as otherwise agreedbetween the parties which initially
negotiated the concession.") which could be taken to require an overriding
"treaty " obligation within the legal meaning of that term. All that was
required was an agreement in a factual sense, adefacto understanding
between the parties. In Canada's view the previse that the Statement of
Intentions was "non-contractua;" - in other words that it was not an
independent treaty obligation in the legal sense - could not deprive the
instrument of its effect as an understanding that had been "otherwise
agreed" within the framework of Article II.

I. ;-Canadasaw no logic in the EC argument that because the GATT was an
international agreement it could be only modified by another international
agreement.In Canada's view, agreements of the kind envisagedunder
Article II:4 were not intended to override the GATT butratherto
constitute a subsidiaryinstrument. Theywere specificallycontemplated by
the GATT itselfin order toprovidean elementof flexibility. Canadasaid

thatafavourable reply had been given to anumberof Canadian requests for
concessions ofcommercialimportance in exchange for the Statement. Canada

res that as in any trade negotiations, the terms of the Statement
reflectedhow far both parties were willing to go, at that time, to, reach
particular objectives. It also noted thatthere had been some discussions

on drafts of the Statement between the ECand Canada and that the Statement
did contain an agreement on specific margins or protectionlevels.With
respect to the aforementioned letter of 29 June, Canada noted that it was
not unusualfor parties t . an agreement to raise issues witheach other
during the lifeof theagreement.

3.21The European Communities maintained that there had been numerous
breaches of the Statement of Intentions on the part of the Canadian
provinces. The European Communities said that since1979 a number of
increases in the mark-up differentials hadtaken place and that no
satisfactory evidence of the commercial considerations which might justify
these increases had been provided. It was precisely because the
Communities were rct satisfied with the implementation of the Statement and
because there were no legal means of occuring its enforcement, that the
Communities concluded that it had no option other than to invoke its rights
under the General Agreement.
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3.22 Canada said that it was incorrect to assert that there had been
numerous reaches of the agreement. The provinces had, in fact, provided
the EC on a number of occasions with an itemized and detailed breakdown of
the rationale behind the increases in mark-up differentials and that the EC
had never provided any evidence to the contrary. Canada also provided
additional extensive information supplied by ten Canadian provinces and
concerning provincial adherence to the 1979 Statement. It was Canada's
view that the provinces were generally living up to the Statement. In a
few instances, it was acknowledged that some further changes were still
required to bring a particular practice into line with the Statement and
that commitments had been made to comply fully by the time the Statement
was to be fully implemented, i.e. by 31 December 1987. Canada noted that
it was premature and quite inaccurate to claim that provincial commitments
had not been fully met or implemented.

3.23 The European Communities agreed that Article II:4 should, in
accordance with its interpretative note, be interpreted in the light of
Article 31 of the Havana Charter, in particular its paragraph 4.
Accordingly, the imposition by import monopolies of nmark-ups on imported
products could only be justified by commercial considerations on the basis
of: (i) transportation, distribution and other expenses incident to the
purchase, sale or 'urther processing and (ii) a reasonable margin of
profit. The European Communities did not argue that mark-up differentials
between imported ard domestic products could never be justified by
additional costs associated with imported products. However, in the EC's
view, the existence of such differentials constituted prima face evidence
of the protective character of the mark-ups. In the EC's view, Canada had
not presented evidence which would justify, in these terms, the various
mark-up differentials. It also said that no evidence had been presented
which could explain, on the basis of cost differentials, the wide variety
of mark-ups applied from province to province. In this context, the
Communities noted that a number of provinces did not apply any mark-up
differentials, whereas Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec maintained high
differential levels. The Communities noted substantial increases in
differentials of mark-up between domestic and imported wines. It argued
that these increases were not justified by "normal commercial
Considerations" and were contrary to Canada's commitments contained in the
1979 Statement of Intentions. The European Communities noted that "the
environmental cost" invoked by one of the provinces did not seem to
represent a "normal commercial consideration" and it did not understand how
application of the latter criteria might be compatible with such a wide
variety in the mark-up differentials from province to province.

3.24 Canada disagreed that the existence of mark-up differentials between
imported and domestic products constituted prima facie evidence of
protectionism. First, Canada noted that whereas domestic wine producers
were themselves responsible for transporting their products to the stores,
provincial liquor hoards were responsible for store delivery of imported
products. Great distances in a number of Canadian provinces meant that
there were significant costs associated with the transportation and
distribution of imported products, costs which the provinces tried to
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recover through their pricing policies. Canada further said that the
provincial liquor boards, consistent with the practice of private
commercial enterprises, charged what they believed the market could bear.
Since liquor boards marketed imported products as premium products, it was
only normal that the products tended to obtain high prices. Canada noted
that the Statement of Intentions itself provided an explanation of the
various mark-up differentials found amongst the provinces . For example,
the wine mark-up provision of the Statement caIled for the differential to
be frozen at 1979 levels (except for any commercially justifiable
increases). Canada argued that EC had thus agreed to permit the provincial
monopolies to differentiate between imported and domestic products. Canada
recalled that there was no undertaking in the Statement which addressed the
question of beer mark-ups, even though differental mark-ups did exist in
this sector in 1979 and were weIl-known to Canada's tradiding partners at the
time the Statement was negotiated. In Canada's view the justificaltion for
certain isolated increases in mark-up differentials above 1979 level had
been previously provided to the EC and were provided to the Panel.

3.25 Referring to the variety of mark-up differentials applied from
province to province, Canada noted that there were in Canada ten
independent provincial systems each with its own associated costs and
objectives and that there wasasubstantial degree of regional variations
In consumption patterns. Inaddition, the terms of theStatement itself
provided an indication as to why differentmark-up differentials existed

3.26 TheEuropeanCommunities argued that theappliation of generally
higher mark-upson imported than on domesticproducts might not be
justifiedon the basis of a "resonable margin of profit''. In the

Communities'view, the standard ofr els acrier.-s couldnot be one which
distinguished between the origin of theproducts. Neither was theactual
development of the Communities'exports toCanada andoftheir share in the
Canadianmarket in anyway related tothe notion of a "reasonablemarginof

profit".IntheEC'sview,thedevelopmentdidnotsaywhatwouldhave
occurredin the absence of the mark-updifferentials. The Communities

argued that Canada had failed to provide evidencethatconformedwith
the requirement of a "raa'marginofprofit"and toshowon what
basisprofitmargins werecalculated.

3.27 Canada said that it alsoprovideda commercialjustificationforthe
existence of differential mark-ups drawing, in particular, fromthe
draftinghistory of ArticleII:4. Canada argued that in thelight ofthe
provisionsof Article 3: of the Havana Charter, particularly Article ,i;4.
the provinces had set applied anaccount of protection in excess of that
permitted under Article II:4.First,Canada said that the differential
mark-ups in eachof the provinces generallyreflected transportation,
distribution and other expenses incident to the purchase as Well as a
reasonable margin of profit which accordingto Artice ' :4the Havana
Charter shouId he excluded from calculation of the amount of protection
permitted under Article Ii:4. In Canada's view, the draftinghistory ot
Article II:4impliedthat a reaserable margn of profit was imitiallymeant
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to be a margin in the case of an export monopoly which "should not be so
excessive as to restrict the volume of trade in the product concerned"
(Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United
Nations Conferrence on Trade and Employment - October 1946, page 17).
Canada argued that at a later stage of the drafting history of Article
II:4, it was made clear that the phrase "reasonable margin of profit"
applied to import monopolies as well. Canada showed that its total imports
of alcoholic beverages registered significant increases in value signifying
that only "reasonable margins of profit" were applied.

3.28 Canada also noted that Ad Article II:4 referred to Article 31 of the
Havana Charter as a whole, including the fiscal purposes set out in Article
31:6. It acknowledged that in certain instances differential mark-ups
reflected revenue maximization objectives, and that these were particularly,
important in the wine sector. Canada argued, however, that this was
exceptional and that generally mark-up differentials reflected the
additional commercial costs associated with imported products ard that this
was agreed to in 1979 under the Statement of Intentions. Finally, Canada
said that in the light of the EC's agreement to the mark-up provisions of
the Statement of Intentions - an agreement as foreseen in the
Interpretative Note Article II:4 - it was Canada's view that provincial
mark-ups which were consistent with the different mark-up obligations under
Statement of Intentions were, ipso facto, consistent with Article II:4 and
did not provide protection... in excess of the amount of protection
provided for in [the Canadian] Schedule.

3.29 The European Communities argued that the high mark-ups and mark-up
differentials were set in order to maximize profit for revenue-generating
purposes. In the EC 's view it was therefore evident that thle mark-ups were
at a higher level than could be considered to be a reasonable margin of
profit, i.e. a margin which could reasonably be expected under normal
conditions of competition.

3.30 The European Communities said revenue maximization per se did not
justify the imposition of higher mark-ups on imported than on domestic
products. Such mark-up differentials were to be considered equivalent to
an import duty and the EC maintained that there was no basis in Article II
for their justification on grounds of revenue generation. In the
Communities' view, it was also doubtful whether Article 31:6 of the Havana
Charter was relevant to the interpretation of Article II:4 of the General
Agreement. The Communities argued that in any event Article 31:6 could not
be interpreted as to justify higher mark-ups on imported than on domestic
products. The EC noted that Article II:4 did not take into consideration
the fiscal character of a state-trading monopoly and that literal
interpretation of Article 31:4 of the Havana Charter suggested that
mark-ups applied to imported products for revenue purposes in excess of
reasonable profit margins were to be assimilated in their total amount to
import duties. The Community did not contend, however, that the entire

amount of the mark-up applied for fiscal purposes was necessarily
equivalent to an import duty. It accepted instead that Article II:4 could
be interpreted to cover only the mark-up differentials since fiscal
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mark-ups could be assimilated to internal taxes. The EC noted that
Article 31:4 of the Havana Charter did not regard internal taxes conforming
to the provisions of Article 18 (Article III of the General Agreement) as
import duties. This corresponded to the principle of Article II:2 (a) of
the General Agreement and to the definition of "import mark-up" in the
Interpretative Note to Article XVII:4 (b). In the Communities' view,
fiscal mark-ups applied in conformity with the national treatment
requirement of Article III:2 were not covered by Article II:4.
A contrario, fiscal mark-ups applied to imported products in excess of
those applied to like domestic products were to be treated as protective
monopoly margins coming under Article II:4.

(c) Article III

3.31 The European Communities considered that fiscal objectives were the
primary purpose of the provincial marketing agencies and that fiscal
mark-ups should be also dealt with under Article III. In the Communities'
view these mark-ups constituted a form of taxation of the consumption of
alcoholic beverages. Such mark-ups came under the broad notions of
"internal charges" in Article III:1 and "internal charges of any kind" in
Article Ill:2. In the EC's view these mark-ups were applied to imported
alcoholic beverages in excess of those applied to domestic products and
were therefore inconsistent with Article III:2.They thereby afforded
protection to domestic production and were therefore also inconsistent with
Article III :1. The European Communities noted that both the 1967 Report of
the Ontario Committee on Taxation Smith Report) and the 1971 Report of the
(Quebec) Commission of Enquiry into Trade in Alcoholic Beverages (Rapport
Thinnel) concluded that the revenues derived from the mark-ups imposed by
the respective provincial liquor monopolies coristituted form of taxat ion
and severely criticised the protectionist character of the mark--up
differentials.

3. 3 The European Communities quoted examples of discriminatory
requirements relating to listing and delisting procedures and sales
outlets and noted that Canada recognized the existence of such practices.
In the Communities' view the measures were laid down generally, and in a
binding manner, by the provincial authorities and were not merely the
result of individual decisions by the managers of the marketing agency
outlets. They did apply "across-the-board" and contained conditions which
had to be met by a foreign exporter in order to obtain access to the
Canadian market. The Communities said that the provincial authorities laid
down the conditions for obtaining a listing and pre-established the
conditions for a product to remain on that listing, such as minimum saies
requirements. The Communities noted that the exclusion of imported
alcoholic beverages from certain sales outlets was also prescribed
generally and in a binding manner. An importer would only obtain a iisting
or have access to a sales outlets if the conditions laid down by the
provincial authorities were met. The measures in question therefore
constituted regulations or at least requirements within the meaning of
Article III. In the Communities' view, it followed from the Panel Report
on "Canada - Administration of the Foreign Investment Review Act" (BISD
30S/140) that the term "requirement" used in Article III, paragraphs I
and 4 was given a wide interpretation.
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3.33 In the view of the Communities, the discriminatory provincial measures
constituted prima facie evidence of protection to domestic production
inconsistent with Article III:1. They constituted, in particular, less
favourable treatment than that accorded to like products of national (or
domestic) origin inconsistent with Article III:4). In the European
CommunitieF' view the discriminatory measures could not he justified on the
basis of the Statement of Intentions since the Community had not waived its
GATT rights by taking note of the Statement. The European Communities also
noted that the Statement provided, in the second paragraph of Article 6,
for national treatment with respect to access to listings for imported
distilled spirits.

3.34 Canada argued firstly that there were no internal discriminatory
measures being applied by the Federal Government of Canada and that the
Importation of Intoxicating Liquors Act had nc relevance to Article III
Since it was not an internal tax, charge, law, regulation or requirement.
In Canada's view, Article Ill spoke of "imported" products, i.e. product
that had already crossed the border and cleared customs, and the federal
legislation in question related to the "importation" of product. Secondly,
Canada recalled that the Importation of Intoxicating Liquors Act
constituted existing legislation within the meaning of paragraph 1(b) of
the Protocol of Provisional Application. Thirdly, it was the view of
Canada that since the General Agreement specifically addressed the question
of mark-ups under Article II:4 in the context of customs duties, they
should not deal with the issue under Article- III. It was the view of the
Canada that Article III was not relevant in this case, given the provisions
of Article XVII. First, Canada argued referring to the drafting history of
Article XVII, to the subsequent changes in the title of Article XV1II of
GATT and to the Analytical Index to the GATT (see paras 3.39 and 3.41-3.42)
that it clearly was not the intention of the drafters to introduce, with
respect to activities carried out by state trading enterprises, the
principle of national treatment with respect to Article XVII. Secondly,
Canada referred to the Panel report relating to Canada's administration of
its Foreign Investment Review Act and concluded that the provincial
marketing agencies might legitimately provide more favourable treatment to
domestic products than that accorded to imported products because the
provincial marketing agencies were not required to observe the principle of
national treatment in respect to their mark-up listing or distribution
practices (see para 3.43). Notwithstanding this position Canada also
argued that differential internal charges resulting from different
commercial costs associated with imported products were permitted under
Article ITT.

3.35 Canada also said that by accepting the Statement of intentions, in
particular its mark-up provision for spirits, the EC had recognized that
there were different costs associated with imported products. It noted
that the Interpretative Note to Article XVII:4 defined the term "import
mark-up" as exclusive of what is generally described as 'commercial
considerations' in Article XVII:1(b). Moreover, since in the view of
Canada the Statement of Intentions constituted an agreement of the type
envisaged under Article II:4, differential mark-ups could not be,
ipso facto, inconsistent with Article III.
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3.36 It was furthermore the view of Canada that Article III was not
relevant to this case, given the provisions of Article XVII (see paras
3.47-3.49). Neither did Canada accept the argument that many commercial
practices referred to by the EC were truly regulatory "requirements" as
contemplated by Article III. Canada said that the two reports quoted by
the EC did not reflect the position of the provincial governments
concerned,. In Canada's view, the texts quoted by the Communities were also
taken out of context and were somewhat misleading.

(d) Article XVII:1

3.37 The European Communities asserted that Article XVII:1 contained a
national treatment obligation. First, in the EC's view, sub-paragraph (a)
of Article XVII:1 referred to the general principles of non-discriminatory
treatment in the plural which appeared to cover national treatment.
Second, sub-paragraph (b) required state-trading enterprises to have due
regard to the other provisions of the Agreement, thereby referring also to
Article III, and to act solely in accordance with commercial
considerations. This suggested in the EC's view that these enterprises
might not treat imported products less favourably than products of rational.
origin. Third, Article XVII:2contained an exemption from paragraph I for
importsof productsforconsumption in governmental use which paralleled
the provisions of Article Ill :C'a. In the secondsentence it contained,
with respect to such imports,an obligation to accord to the trade of the
other contracting parties fair and equitable treatment which meant

essentially most-favoured-nation treatment. Article XVII:2 appeared
superflues-andself-contradictory if the obligations under paragraph

only covered most-favoured-nation treatment.

3.38 Canada considered that Article XVII:1 only contained the
most-favoured-nation principle. First Canada argued that the drafting
historyofhe Article XVII:1(b)did not supporttheEC's clair that it
referred,inter alia, to ArticleIII. In Canada'sview Article XVII:(b)
referred direclyto Article XVII:1(a) wherethe most-favoured-nation
principleapplies. Canada considered that the purpose ofArticle XVII:1(b)
was to clarifythe meaning ofArticle XVII:1(a) - i.e. to provide same
commercialguidelinesto purchasingand sailingby these enterprises. In
this regard,Canada noted that the Canadian delegate had made a specific
reference to the phrase "commercial considerations" duringthe Geneva
Conference. The delegate had called attention to the fact that the
expression "commercial considerations" should not be defined in narrow
terms."These words didnot mean simply the lowest price but referred to
other legitimate considerations which the enterprise would be entitled to
take into account; they did not simiply mean to buy and sell at lowest and
highest prices." Second, Canada recalled that "the activities of marketing
beards which do not purchase or sel1 must be in accordance with the other
provisions of' GATT (BISD 98/180, paragraph 8). In Canada's view, the
claulse indicated that the activities ofmarketing hoards which did purchase
and sell were governed by Article XVII and did not need to be in accordance
with other provisions of GATT. Third, Canada recalled that the Family
Allowance panel report (BISD) 18/60,. paragraph 4) noted:
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"As regards the exception contained in paragraph 2 of
Article XVII, it would appear that it referred only to the principle
set forth in paragraph 1 of the Article, i.e. the obligation to make
purchases in accordance with commercial considerations and did not
extend to matters dealt with in Article III".

3.39 Canada also said that it could not agree that the wording of
Article III:8 paralleled that of XVII:2 and said that, at the Geneva
Conference (E/PC/T/A/PV-37; 12 August 1947) one delegate) discussing the
differences in wording of the two articles had indicated that the wording
"should not necessarily correspond because the nature of the subject was
different". Canada also recalled the basis of the language which now
formed Article XVII:2 as first suggested by one delegation at the London
Conference (E/PC/T/CIl 52, page 1) and concluded that this language was not
introduced to provide for the concept of national treatment. Canada argued
that a Geneva Conference reference (from E/PC/T/A/PV37 12 August 1947) also
confirmed this. At the Conference one delegate had said "[I]nthe case of
Article 1.5, we find it a question of national treatment and here in the
case of state trading such as is envisaged in this Article [read XVII]
there is no question of national treatment". Canada also referred to a
statement by another delegate to the Geneva Conference who had argued that
state-trading enterprises should be subject to the same standard of conduct
to which private enterprises adhered (E/PC/T/A/-PV37/ - 12 August 1947).
This was, in Canada's view, noteworthy because private enterprises had no
national treatment obligation under the GATT. Canada recalled that at the
1947 Geneva Confcrence, Article 30, bore the title "Non-discriminatory
Treatment" and suggested that a state enterprise should, "in its purchases
or sales involving either imports or exports, act in a manner consistent
with the general principles of non-discriminatory treatment applied in this
Charter to governmental measures affecting imports or exports by private
traders." It noted that the Analytical Index to the GATT (Third Revision
pages 93-94)) suggested that the words "General Principles of
Non-discriminatory Treatment" were inserted at Geneva "in order to allay
the doubt that "commercial principles" meant that exactly the same price
would have to exist in different markets" (EPCT/A/SR. 14 page 3) . In the
view of Canada it clearly was not the intention of this amendment to
introduce the principle of national treatment into Article XVII.

3.40 Intensive research which Canada had undertaken into the drafting
history had revealed no reference to the inclusion of national treatment in
the discussion leading to the adoption of Article XVI1:1. Under Article 26
of the United States "Suggested Charter for an International Trade
Organization of the United Nations", which served as a basis for the London
Conference in October-November 1946, state-trading enterprises were to
accord "nor-discriminatory treatment, as compared with the treatment
accorded to the commerce of any country other than that in which the
enterprise is located". At the London Conference the non-discrimination
obligation was reformulated to read: ".... the commerce of other Members
shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to the
commerce of any country, other than that in which the enterprise is located
...". Three references to the Article on state-trading in the records of
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the London Conference confirmed, in the view of Canada, that this Article
was understood to establish only a most-favoured-nation obligation. A
delegate had said introducing the Article that the rule of
non-discrimination applied to state trading in the same manner as the
most-favoured-nation principle applied to duties, and that the obligation
of a country engaged in state trading was to make its purchases in
accordance with commercial considerations (E/PC/T/C.II 36, page 1]).
Canada argued that this reference and others cited at E/PC/T/C .152 pages
2 and 3 confirmed that national treatment was not envisaged in the Article
but only MFN treatment.

3.41 Canada argued that the Geneva language, with minor editorial changes,
was the language incorporated into the Havana Charter and the original text
of the General Agreement. The title of Article XVII of the CATT had been
modified to read "Non-discriminatory Treatment on the part of the
State-Trading Enterprises". The change in the title to the present title
"State Trading" only occurred in 1955 because the scope of the Article was
expanded to include provisions for negotiations and notification (XVII:3
and XVII:4) . Referring to the secretariat .analysis connected with this
revision of Article XVII (W.9/99, 15 December 1954) Canada noted that there
was nothing in this document to suggest that the phrase "non-discriminatory
treatment" had evolved to include "national treatment".

3.42 Canada also recalled that during the Second Session of the Prepnratory
Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employmenc, on at
least two separate occasions, delegations referred explicitly to the scope
of the State Trading provisions,. One delegate said that the Article on
State Trading was limited "to most-favoured-nation treatment and not to
national treatment" (EPCT/A/SR. 10) . Canada also-noted that nn disagreement
had been expresseca at the (Jonforence tc the L-nterpretation of Article 31
(read Article XVII') by another delegate sulgesting that provisions in
Chapter w,which inrcludle those pertaining to nationai treatment "would be
inoperative" in the case of' state enterprises (E/PC/T/A/SR/15, pages 6-71
This interpretation of the scope of Article XVII was also. shared by ar
academic authority on world trade law.

3.4') Canada reCalled that the panel on Canada's Administrati(on oLf its
Foreign Investment Review Act "saw great tfrc.e in Canada's argument that
only the most-favored-nation andl not the rational treatment oblications
fall within the scope of the general. pr i ciples referred to in
ArticIe XV, II:1 (a)".

:3 The Europeanr. Communi t i es did nit contest that this ImighIt have
originally been the. intentirn behind a number of earlier drafts to includee
onlyx an obligation of most-favoured-natIon treatment in Article XVII. It
noted, however, that this intention was not reflected in the present
wording which was based on a text intrroduced into Article 30 of the draft
at the 1947 Geneva Conferernce. The Communities argued that the
interpretation advanced bv Canada only appeared to be consistent with the
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general Principles of GATT if the reference in Article XVII: I(a) to
"purchases and sales; involving either imports or exports" were interpreted
to cover only the purchases from foreign sources and the sales to foreign
markets, but not the resale of products bought frcmr foreign sources in the
domestic market. In the Communities' view the Canadian interpretation
would narrow considernbly the scope of Article XVII. The European
CQmmunities also argued that if this interpretation were correct then it
would appear all the more imperative to apply the provisions of
Article III, and in particular its paragraph 4, to discriminatory measures
imposed by governmental agencies affecting the internal sale, offering for
sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use Of imported products.
The European Communities said that if, or the other hand, Article XVII:1
was irterpreted to cover the resale of imported products onl the domestic
market by state-trading enterprises, as the Community believed was correct,
then it Would seem quite inconsistent to limit the obligations under this
provision to most-favoured-nation treatment.

(e) Article XVII:4 Notification

3.45 The European Communities considered that Canada had not fully complied
with its notification obligations under Article XVII:4(a) because the
information provided by Canada had been inadequate in the Iight of the
procedures for notifications and reviews adopted on 9 November 1962. (BISD
11S/58) and, in particular, in the light of the qniestionnair-c to be used in
submitting notifications (BISD 98/184). The Communities noted that in one
kev section contracting parties were invited to provide a description of:
"How export prices are determined. How the mark-up on imported products is
determined. How export prices and resale prices of imports compare with
domestic prices." It also noted that the routine notifications by Canada
of national production figures for wine and spirits did not provide a
breakdown according to the train product groups (e.g. document
L/5445/Add.9). The Communities argued that resolution of its long-standing
dispute with Canada over the issue before the Panel would had been
facilitated if the notification requirements had been met as the
CONTRACTING PARTIES intended.

3.46 Canada held that it had met its obligations under Article XVII:4 as it
had been providing information to the CONTRACTING PARTIES since 1977
concerning provincial liquor boards practices, including information
pertaining to the determination of provincial mark-ups. Contracting
Parties were advised in Canada's 1982 state-trading notification that the
provisions of the Statement of Intentions applied to the mark-up policies
of the individual provincial liquor control agencies. Given that there
were ten provinces and a great number of different mark-up policies
involved, Canadian authorities had decided that it would be impracticable
to go into such detail on a prodnct-by-product, province-by-province basis.
However, Canada slid that it had always been willing to provide greater
details on the determination of mark-ups in response to any question put by
a contracting party. Since 1977 only one such request had been received
(from the EC) and Canadian authorities had responded by providing detailed
information showing the different costs associated with domestic versus
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imported products which justified the application of differential mark-ups.
Similar information had been provided to the EC on a number of occasions in
the context of the 1979 Statement of Intentions. In some instances,
information had not been provided for reasons of commercial confidentiality
as permitted under Article XVII:4. Moreover, Canada noted that under the
1979 Statement of Intentions, the provinces undertook to have every liquor
board outlet maintain an up-to-date price list of all alcoholic beverages
sold within the province and that such price lists were readily available
to anyone requesting them. Canada also stated that the mark-up reference
in Article XVII:4(b) referred to a product "which is not thin subject of a
concession under Article II" and that in Canada's tariff schedule in the
alcoholic beverage sector every item was bound. Moreover, it pointed out
that the EC referred to a number of questions in the questionnaire related
to exports. In Canada's view these questions were irrelevant because the
liquor boards had no export interests. Statistics provided in the Canadian
notification were consistent with agreed notification procedures since
there Was no requirement for an itemized breakdown as suggested by the EC.
Canada also noted that its statistics itemized import and export statistics
on a monthly basis.

(f) Relationship between Article III and Article XVII

3.47 Canada contended that Article IIi was not relevant in this case,
given the provisions of Article XVII which, contained the only obligation
related to state trading, that was, most favoured nation treatment. Canada
argued that there was no national treatment obligation applicable to
state-trading enterprises. it argued that the Interpretative Note to
Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XVIll showed that other (ATT provisions
applied to state-trading enterprises by specific reference only. In
Canada's view this Note would be redundant if all CATT provisions were to
apply to state-trading enterprises. In addition, if all provisions of the
CATT were to apply ecuallv to state-trading enterprises, this would mean
that Article XVII was redulndant. In (Canada's view, this was certainlv not
the case. Canada rejected as irreievnrt the Ee's reference to the Panel
Report or. Canada - Adrin stratier o' the Foreign Investrment Review Act
because, in. its view, th e 'anel waas nert examining the operation of
state-trading enterprises. It also neted that in the light ot paragraph S
of the Panel Report on the NUtificacion of State-Trading Enterprises (BISE
9S, 179) and paragraph 4 of the Belgian Family A1llowanCe Panel Peport (BISL;
1S/60) the activities of trading c-rterprises, such, as 1:.cuor board:, needed
not be in accorrnnce with Article III.Canada also Lecalled that no
disagreement had been expresxc8 at the United Nations Conference cmn trade
and Emplcyryent as to the interpretation of Article 31 (read Article XVII)
sutpesting that provisions in Chapt:er V, which mn! ude those pertaining to
natiornl. treatment would d be in-perative", in the cnse c1' state enterprises
(E/PC/T/SR/15, pages 6-7).

3.48 The European Communities argued that Article XVTI did niet exclude
application of Article III but imposed certain addlitional oblirgation with
respect to purchasing and selling by state-trading enterprises. The
objective of Article XVII was to submit the operations of state-trading
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enterprises to certain rules which did not apply to private enterprises,
but clearly not to privilege such enterprises and exempt contracting
parties from their other obligations as far as the operation of
state-trading enterprises was concerned. It noted that the provisions of
Article III, and in particular the national treatment requirement of
paragraph 4, applied to all laws, regulations and requirements governing
the commercial activities of governmental agencies outside the scope of
paragraph 8(a). The Communities also argued that the Interpretative Note
to Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XVIII implied that Article XVII was not
a lex specials exempting state-trading from all other provisions of the
General Agreement. In the EC's view, both the London Report and the Panel
Report on the Notification of State-Trading Enterprises (BISD 9S/180)
confirmed that the other provisions of GATT might apply to the activities
of marketing boards and did not say that these provisions were not
applicable in the context of marketing boards which purchase and sell. In
the view of the Community, Article XVII being of a subsidiary character
applied only to the extent that the measures in question were not covered
bv other provisions of the General Agreemnent. The Communities argued that
this opinion was also confirmed by paragraph 5:6 of the Panel report on
"Canada - Administration of the Foreign Investment Review Act" (BISD
30S/140), which stated the following: "The Panel did not consider it
necessary to decide in this particular case whether the general reference
to the principles of non-discriminatory treatment referred to in Article
XVII:1 also comprises the national treatment principle since it had already
found the purchase undertakings at issue to be inconsistent with Article
III:4 which inplements the national treatment principle specifically in
respect of purchase requirements."

3.49 Canada argued that the EC's claim of "additional obligations" for
state-trading enterprises was also not sustainable in the light of the
discussions during the Geneva Conference. At the Conference one delegation
had felt it had to fight to ensure that the state-trading enterprise was
subject to the same standard of conduct to which a private enterprise
adhered (E/PC/T/A/PV.14 at 28-29). This same theme was found in
E/PC/T/A/SR/17 (24 June 1947, pages 11-12) where another delegation argued
that "[t]he Charter should not impose exclusive burdens upon any country

and still another delegation noted that the Charter represented a
compromise between free trading and controlled foreign trade. Moreover,
Canada recalled that one delegate to the Conference had also highlighted
the special nature of Article XVII when he noted that "Article 31 [read
Article XVII) and 39 were intended to operate only when the special
difficulties of the post-war period disappeared, and international trade
functioned under normal conditions (E/PC/T/A/SR/14-19 June 1947 at 1).
Against this background Canada concluded that Article XVII was a special
article designed to address the peculiarities of state-trading enterprises.

(g) Article XI

3.50 The European Communities expressed the view that the discriminatory
provincial measures restricting access of foreign alcoholic beverages to
listings and sales outlets should also be examined under Article XI in the
light of the Interpretative Note to Articles XI, XII, XIV and XVIII, which
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provided that the term "import restrictions" included restrictions made
operative through state-trading operations. The European Communities
argued that these measures operated as restrictions on the importation of
alcoholic beverages into Canada and could therefore be considered contrary
to Article XI:1.

3.51 Canada argued that no "prohibitions or restrictions other than duties,
taxes or other charges, whether made effective through quotas, import or
export licenses or other measures", were instituted or maintained by Canada
on the importation of any alcoholic beverages into Canada. In Canada's
view the measures in question were provincial measures, not measures taken
by Canada. The measures applied to "imported" product and were not
associated with the "importation" of product. Finally, Canada argued that
the practices were consistent with the Statement of Intentions.
Consequently, Canada believed that the provincial measures in question were
consistent with Article XI.

(h) Article XXIV:12

3.52 The European Communities maintained that Article XXIV:12 could not be
interpreted as limiting the applicability of other provisions of the CATT
but only as qualifying the obligation of Federal States to secure the
implementation of these provisions. The Communities argued that the
"limited applicability" approach would upset the balance of rights and
obligations between unitary and federal states and would open the door to
wide and uncontrollable possibilities to escape from many of the most
fundamental GATT obligations. The Communities argued that the provisions
should be interpreted in the light of the fundamental. principle of
international law embodied in Article 27 of the Vienna Convention, namely
"that a party may not invoke the provisions of Its internal laws as
JL:stification for its failure to perform a treaty".

3.53 Canada objected to the EC suggestion that federal state clauses should
be given a restrictive interpretatior. in order to avoid "imbalances" in the
rights and obligations created by the treaty. Canada also noted that' it
was nou attempting to rely on the provisions ot its internal. law as a
"justification" for "failure to perform a treaty", in contravention of
Article 27 of the Vienna Convention. On the contrar" in Canada's view, it
was the application of the treaty itself which required a consideration of
Canada's internal law. Canada said that Article XXIV:12 was a federal
state clause, and by definition, the internal constitutional law of
contracting parties w:ith a federal structure was erral to the
interpretation and application of such a clause. Canada's internal law was
relevant not in order to suspend the application of the treats or to excuse
a breach of any of its provisions, but rather in order. to give a proper
effect to the provisions of the treaty as a whole, including
Article XXIV: 12.

3.54 The European Communities recallled that the question of the
interpretation of Article XXIV:12 hare been examined in detail by the Panel
on Measures affecting the Sale of Cold Coins and it requested the present
Panel. to confirm the interpretation of this provision by the Panej. The
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Communities supported the finding that according to the drafting history
"Article XXIV: 12 applied. only to those measures taker at a regional or
local level. which the Federal Government could not control because they
fel outside its jurisdiction under the constitutional distribution of
competence" (L/5 867, paragraph 56) . It recalled that the Gold Coinls panel
came to the conclusion that "as an exception Lo a general principle of law
Javouring cert ain contracting parties. Article XXIV: 12 should be
interpreted in a wny that met the constitutional difficulties which federal
states might hllve in ensuring the observance of thre provision ol the
General Agreement by local governments, whils minimi;-ing the danger that
such difficulties; led to imbalances in the rights and obligations of
contracting parties. Only an irterpretation according to which Article
XXIV:12 did not lin-t the applicebility of the provision of the General
Agreement but inerely limited the obligations of federal states to secure
their imphementation would achieve this aim".

3.55 Canada argued that the Gold Coins Panel. went beyond interpreting
Canada's current GATT obligations and elaborated a new balance of rights
and obligations. Canada said that it had never understood the suggestion
that provincial action could lead to a prima facie case of nullification
and impairment without regard to whether the contracting party had
discharged its obligations under Article XXIV:12. In Canada's view, there
was no such thing as a prima face case without a breach of the treaty, and
there could be no breach if reasonable measures had been taken as required
by Article XXIV:12. The Gold Coirs Panel had considered a prima face case
existed because the Ontario measure w;as "inconsistent" with Article IIr:2.
Canada argued that there was a logical, inconsistency in this finding. If
Article XXIV: 1 qualifies the obligations, as the Panel had suggested, then
surely it made no sense to read Article III or any or the other substantive
provisions of the GATT in isolation from this clause. Canada suggested
that nothing could properly be described as "inconsistent" with a treaty
that did not in fact amount to a breach or violation of the treaty terms.
In Canada's view, it followed that there could not he a prima facie case
involving provincial action unless it was first established that the
contracting party had failed to take reasonable measures in anv case where
Article XXIV: 12 applied. in Canada's opinion, the foregoing analysis was
equally valid whether one accepted Canada's view that Article XXIV: 12 went
to applicability or whether one accepted the opposite view urged by the EC.
Canada said that the interpretation of Article XXIV:12 found in the Gold
Coins report - a report which had no status in GATT and with which Canada
and Brazi.l could not agree - ought to be ignored by this Panel.

3.56 The European Communities argued that if Canada's argulments were
ac-epted no redress would be available in cases where observance of CATT
provisions by local governments could not be assured, except perhaps where
a tariff concession had been impaired.

3.57 Canada noted that nothing precluded a contracting party front seeking
redress through Article XXIII if it believed that . benefit accruing to it
directly or iadirecity under GATT was being nullified or impaired by,
inter alia, ai action inconsistent with another Contracting Party's GATT
obligations r " the existence of any other situation" (i..e non-violation
nullification or impairment).
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3.58 Canada considered that given the lack of CATT jurisprudence referring
to Article XXIV:12 it was necessary to analyze the drafting history to
determine the basis on which contracting parties made their decision on
accession to the General Agreement. Canada recalled that the question of
local and regional governments arose very soon after the start of the first
preparatory meeting of the UN Conference on Trade and Employment in London
in October 1946 where one delegate, in particular, noted that "in several
countries it would be constitutionally impossible to control the actions of
states and other lower taxing authorities" (E/PC/T/C.II/W.2; page 5). As a
result of the ensuing discussion, a revised Article 9 was presented on 31
October 1946 in paragraph 4 of which it read: "Each member agrees that it
will take all measures oper. to it to ensure that the objectives of' this
Article are not impaired in any way by taxes, charges, laws, regulations or
requirements of subsidiary govern ents within the territory, of the member
government". (E/PC/T/C.II/W/5 31 October 1946). Canada recalled that
already. at that time its delegation expressed concerns that the "'-acceptance
of such a commitment would mean that the Canadian Government would be
legally hound to exercise in this connectionthe right of veto, which had
been established for dealing with important constitutional natters".
(E/PC/T/C.IT/lW.14, pages 4-5) . One delegation noted in that context that
"all measures open to it" meant "all measures legally possible" and would
not require any action inconsistent with a national constitution
(E/PC/T/C. II/W.14, page 7) . In Canada's viewthe aforementioned
intervention 0id indicate th;at there was animmediate recognition of the
need to address the question of to what extent was a member obliged to act
with respect to the action off a sub-national level of government and showed
that Canada immediately disagreed with the view that "it would take aIl
measures open to it".

3.59 In the context of contimuing discussions on this provisiion at the 1947
Ceneva session, one delegation. reflecting theck -views of the majority,
referred t, local a-uthorities which are not strictly bond, sotospeak,
by the provisions of theofthe Agreement depending of course upon the
constitutionalprecedure ofthecountry : cncerned."(UN doc.
E/PC/T/TAC./PV.19,p.32-3) .Canadaconcluded that delerations at the early
drafting conferences recognined (i) that in the context of the discussions
on the generall Agreement and the ITC Charter. it was necessarytocome to
terms with measure taken by another level of government in a federal
state: (ii) that several countries would not be in a position to adept the
General Agreement if such local level measures weretocreate adirect
breach of the basic GATT obligations of the national governmentwhich was
the contracting paty; and. therefore, (iii) that a separte obligation was
required in order to attempt to come to torms with such a special case, an

obligation which was to cover the entire Agreement. This separate
obliigation was that contained in Article XXIV:12. Canada further argued
that this view was reinforced by proposals made at the Havana Conference to
extend even further the scope of what was, in effect, the Article XXIV:12
obligation by suggesting the following addition: "Rach Member . . shall be
responsible for any act or omisssion to act contrary to the provisions of
this Charter on the part of any such governments and authorities." (i.e. of
a regional and local nature). This amendment was proposed twice and was
twice withdrawn, as several delegations could not accept it.
(E/CONF.2/C.6/12, p. 28; E/CONF.2/C.6/43/rev.1, p. 4:
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E/CONF.2/C.6/12/add,18, p. 1; E/CONF.2/C.6/SR.32 p. 5) In Canada's view
these events clearly indicated that delegations accepted that, depending on
the precise nature of specific constitutional regimes, the obligation of a
contracting party with respect to measures taken by other levels of
government did not necessarily include direct responsibility in terms of
basic GATT obligations for such measures but rather responsibility in terms
of Article XXIV:12. Canada noted that this position was further reinforced
by the statement of the Canadian delegation at Havana (i.e. as reflected in
a Canadian (Government document entitled the "Report o. the Canadian
Delegation to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment at
Havana" (July 13, 1948).

3.60 Canada wert on to state that the GATT was a contract which provided an
overall balance and that in the case at hand this balance was provided by
Article XXIV:12. It considered it necessary and proper to address the
nature and scope of Canada's Article XXIV:12 obligations only if the Panel
were to find that provincial measures did not observe certain provisions of
the GATT. Canada noted that the langauge of Article XXIV:12 introduced the
content of "observance" of the other provisions of the General. Agreement by
regional or local levels of government and it was the view of Canada that
lack of observance by another level of government did not, in itself,
entail a breach. of an obligation by the contracting party and represented a
distinct and important GATT concept. In Canada's view Article XXIV:12
limited the applicability of the other provisions of the Generai Agreement
because otherwise the paragraph would be deprived cf its practical content.
This signified that provincial measures, even if not in observance of the
GATT, could not be regarded as belng inconsistent with the General
Agreement and) therefore, did not in themselves be the basis for
prima facie case of nullification and impairment.

3.61 The European Communities responded that an interpretation of Article
XX IV:12 as limiting the ohligatio-n of federal states to secure the
imple-mentation of the provisions of the General Agreement would not mean
that the Article wac redunr'ant. it noted that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had
.n the past always ruled that measures fund to be inconsistent with the
General Agreement should be withdrawn and that compensation should be
resorted i-o only if the immediate withdrawal of such measures was
impracticable n-, as a temporary measure pending this withdrawal (BISD
268/216, paragraph 4). Under the impplementation approach redress would be
limited tc the subsidiary right to compensation, pending the success of
reasonable measures taken in accordance with Article XXIV:12. The European
Communities considered that this consequence respected the objective of
Article XXIV:12 to avoid situations in which a government would be obliged
to take actions inconsistent with its constitution, but it respected also
the right, to redress of a contracting part in cases of nullification or
impairment of benefits as a result of a failure of another contracting
part,. to carry out its GAIT obligations. In the view of the Communities
the drafting history of Article XXIV:12 pre-supposed the application of the
GATT provisions to all levels of government and merely addressed the
question of how these obligations had to be implemented in situations which
were beyond the direct control of central governments. Canada argued that
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XXIV: 12 were adopted, it would wean, when comparing a very decentralized
federal system like Canada with a more centralized constitutional system,
there would be (a) no difference related to the possibilitv of establishing
prima facie nullification or impairment with respect to CATT provisions
other than Article XXIV: 12; and (b) no difference with respect to securing
the removal of a measure inconsistent with or not ohbser\ other GATT
provisions. Yet , in Canada's view, Article XXIV: 12 had t(o) rave practical
content.

3.62 The European Communi tes argued that the prov.incial. measures in
cuestion and in particular the imposition of discriminatory mark-ups %were
ultra vires and that the Federal Government had the power to rectify this
situation. First, it quoted a Canadian legal authority who, on the basis
of two decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada (Murphy v. C.P.R. (1958)
S.C.R. 62k6 Caloil v. A.G. for Canada ('191) S.C.R. 353), came to the
conclusion that the Federai Pa.-liarent, because of its exclusive competence
over the regulation of trade and commerce, possessed al.I the necessary
powers to assure the observance of the provisions of the ('ATT h; the
provinces. In the Communities' view the case was al. the more crnviniing
with respect to ac.t ion impc rrtmonopolies authorize ei byi federal
legislation and with respect to the iimposition of discriminatory mark-ups
inconsistent with Canada's tariff concessions. Second. the Communities
recalled thatboth the Cmission of Enquiry on TradeinAlcoholic
Beverages in Quebecand theOntaric Committee on Taxation, had considerd
that the pretectionistmeasures by the provincial liqor monopolies wore
not in line with the distribution of opwers under theCanadian
Constitution.

3.63 In Canada's view there could not be a serious argument thatthe
provincial legislation wasitself invalid because of itsallegadly
protectionist character, at least asfar as the basic principles of that
legislation were concerred. Canadarecalied that the provinces had full
authority ttosetup the beards and to control their r pricing and retail
policies and that: the Canadiarn courts had upheld these powers. Canada
argued that liquer wasa communitylike any other and that provincial
marketing beards controlling internal transactions hadbeen upheld on many
occasions (e.g. in the HomeOil case of 1940). So in Canada's view there
was no question about the validity of the legislation as such. Canada also
noted that the situation was different in the Gold Coins case in which
Canada did concede the existence of a valid question about the
constitutionality ofthe legislation as such.
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3.64 Canada called attention to a number of constitutional limitations on
the manner in which the provinces could exercise their constitutional.
authority over the internal distribution of imported products. On the one
hand, it was recognized that provincial legislation respecting local
commerce might validly have an effect on international or interprovincial
trade. On the other hand, Canada argued, that cases decided in the field
of agricultural marketing showed that the provinces could not set up a
monopoly board with the specific object of interfering with such trade.
Canada argued, however, that the essential principle of exclusive
provincial control over internal retailing practices was, nonetheless,
beyond dispute.

3.65 Referring to the legal opinion suggesting That the Federal Parliament
had all the necessary powers to assure respect of the GATT provisions by
the provinces, Canada argued that no decided case justified such sweeping
conclusions. In Canada's view the question of whether the Canadian Federal
Authority had the legislative authority to control the provincial measures
relating to the treatment of imported alcoholic beverages, involved
Canadian constitutional law touching on the ultimate scope of the "Trade
and Commerce" power (s. 91 (2) , Constitution Act, 1867) and the issue of
treaty implemantation. In Canada's view these where issues which could only
be authoritatively resolved by the Supreme Court of Canada. Canada said.
that the constitutional jurisprudence in Canada had undergone a constant
evolution since Confederation in 1867, and that it was conceivable that
future decisions of the Supreme Court would have the effect of expanding
federal. powers in these fields. However, Canada recalled that the decided
cases did rot support the proposition that the federal government could
exercise direct control. over these matters. First, unlike almost all other
federations,, the treaty implementation powers of Canada's federal
legislation were limited. The Labour Conventions Case of 1937 held that
the Canadian Federal Parliament could not intrude into areas of exclusive
provincial jurisdiction on the ground that treaty obligations were
invelved.Second, the "Trade and Commerce" power had been given an
extremely restrictive interpretation by the Canadian Courts. Essentially,
it had been .limited to control over transboundary transactions, excluding
any authority over the internal distribution of imported or local products.
There were isolated decisions which had allowed, by way of exception, very
limited controls over subsequent distribution when such controls lad been
deemed indispensableto a regulators scheme respecting import policies. In
Canada's view these decisions could not, however. be seen as a basis for

any form) of comprehensive regulation of retailing policy, either generally
or in connection with a particular economic sector. Canada noted that a
series of more recent supreme court decisions seemed to reverse the trend
towards an expansion of federal "Trade and Commerce" Dower and effectively
to re-establish the traditional limitation of federal authority to
transboundary transactions.

3.666 Canada said that the courts had from time to time referred to a
nebulous concept known ans a "general" Trade and Commerce power. This
concept had never been given practical effect and had remained essentially
a dead letter. In Canada's view, this aspect of the "Trade and Commerce"
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power did not extend to the detailed regulation of local commerce. On
numerous occasions, the Courts had stressed that the "Trade and Commerce"
power in its general sense could not serve as a basis for the control of a

particular business or trade" - i.e., a specific economic sector. Canada
said that in a series of early cases arising out of "temperance" and
prohibition" legislation, the Courts had recognized that the federal
Parliament (along with the provinces) could deal with liquor control as a
matter of public order and morality. However, this extraordinary power
gave the federal government absolutely no authority over the purely
commercial aspects of retail marketing. In Canada's opinion, the Courts
had stressed that it was a power to prohibit and not to regulate (see e.g.
Gold Seal Ltd. v. A.C. Alta (1921) 62 S.C.R. 424 at 465). In any event,
the Federal Government had withdrawn from the field of "temperance " or
prohibition" legislation. Finally, Parliament could not enact legislation

in the form of general principles that would act as constraints on
provincial legislative power. That was something that could only be
accomplished by a constitutional amendment. Canada quoted the following
opinion of a Canadian constitutional scolar: "Our courts, in contrast to
those of the U.S. and Australia, now refuse to supersede provincial law for
mere abstract or theoretical conflict with an allegedly paramount federal
statute. There must be 'operating incompatibility' in the sense that
compliance with a provincial statute implies breach of a federal statute in
the particular circumstances." Canada argued that the paramountcy"
doctrine dealt with situations of overlapping jurisdiction and allowed
federal legislation to suspend the operation of a provincial law where the
two were in direct conflict. Under recent jurisprudence, this doctrine
applied only where two rules of a concrete nature were in direct conflict.
7t did not allow for an. interference with provincial legislation that
might be said to conflict with a general principle set forth in a federal
statute. Referring to the views expressed by the Commission of Enquiry on
Trade in Alcoholic Beverages in Quebec and the Ontario Committee on
Taxation cited by the EC in support of its constitutional argument, Canada
noted that these were not authorities with any legal status and that the
reports were policy documents that made no pretence of addressing an issue
of constitutional validity.

3.67 The European Communities did not consider that Canada had taken such
reasonable measures as were available to it to ensure observance of the
provisions of the General Agreement by the provinces. The European
Communities recalled that according to the Interpretative Note to
Article III: in determining which measures were 'reasonable', the
consequences of non-observance by the local government for trade relations
with other contracting parties were to be weighed against domestic
difficulties of securing observance. First, the Communities considered
that the mark-up differentials and the discriminatory market access
conditions had serious consequences for the other contracting parties
because thev nullified or impaired trade concessions negotiated with
Canada. It also had negative consequences for Canada because it could
impair its ability tn exchange tariff concessions with other contracting
parties. Second, the Communities argued that it was not evident that a
rectification of the situation would cause serious administrative or
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financial difficulties to the provinces. The Communities said that the
inadequate character of the Canada's measures followed already from the
fact that Canada considered erroneously that the Statement of Intentions
set out the full extent of the provinces' obligations in this sector. The
European Communities accepted that the implementation of the Statement
would represent a step towards ensuring observance of the provisions of the
General Agreement by the Canadian provinces. However, in the Communities'
views the measures envisaged under the Statement were clearly insufficient
to ensure full observance since with respect to certain GATT inconsistent
practices they only related to a standstill undertaking and since other
practices, such as discriminatory mark-ups on imported beers were not
covered. The implementation of the Statement would not therefore satisfy
fully the obligations under Article XXIV:1.2. In the Communities' viewe th'e
obligations of Article XXIV: 12 could only be met by measures ensuring the
elimination of all GATT inconsistent practices by the Canadian liquor
boards over a reasonable period of time. The European Communities noted
that Canada had not ensured the respect of the Statement of Intentions
since the undertakings had in a many areas not been progressively
implemented, certain mark-up differentials had been increased, and certain
new differentials introduced.

3.68 Canada disagreed that the Interpretative Note to paragraph L of
Article III supported the EC position with respect to Article XXIV:12.
First, the examples used in this interpretative note referred to "national.
enabling legislation authorizing local government to impose internal
taxes.. .". Canada argued that with respect to the provincial measures at
issue, the federal government did not authorize anything since provincial
authority ..as derived from Canada's Constitution. Second, the first
sentence of Ad Article III:1 made it clear that the application of this
paragraph to internal taxes by local governments was subject to the
provisions of Article XXIV:12, and not the reverse. Referrit> toC) the
Community 's comments about negative consequences of mark-up differentials
Canada argued that GATT provider' a balance in its entirety and that the
case at hand was clearly an instance in which this balance was provided hb
Article XXIV:12. Canada said that this confirmed the view that the
Canadian obligation was that contained in Article XXIV:12. In order to
clarify the meaning of the phrase "such reasonable measures" Canada
conducted an extensive research into the drafting history of Artic'-e
XXI':12. It noted that during the 1946 London preparatory meeting one
delegation referred to "our best efforts" (E/PC/T/13, at 1) and another
noted "the obligation to accord fair and equitable treatment in awarding
contracts applied to both central and local governments where the cental
government was tradictionallyor constitutionally able to control the local
government." (E/PC/T/C.II/27, at 1). Canada noted that the subsequent
attempts of tightening the obligation to take ' all necessary measures open
to it", (E/PC/T/C.II/54, at 6) did not survive and that the draft
agreements that emerged from the New York Conference (Article 88(5) of the
draft Charter) referred to "such reasonable measures as may be available",
(E/PC/T/34, at 53 and E/PC/T/34, at 79). Similarly, Canada noted, that a
number of other attempts by one delegation during the Havana Conference to
tighten the formula (see: E/CONF.2/C.6/12, at 28, E/CONF.2/C.6/48/Rev. 1,
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at 4 and E/CONF.2/C.6/12/Add. 18, at 1) had been abandoned "because some
countries could not for administrative reasons accept it"
(E/CONF.2/C.6/SR.32, at 5).

3.69 Finally, Canada recalled that in its report to the Canadian Government
on the Havana Conference, the Canadian delegation commented as follows on
what was then Paragraph 3 of Article 104 of the draft Charter: "Paragraph
3, which is independent in operation and applied to all obligations under
the Charter was taken without change from the Geneva draft. It deals with
the question of the powers of the Members in relation to those of regional
and local governments and authorities within that Member's territory.
Attempts were made by non-federal states to insert provisions which would
have obligated members to 'take all. necessary measures' to insure
observance of the provisions of the Charter by the regional and local
governments and authorities within its territory. This, for obvious
reasons, proved unacceptable. The text, as was agreed upon, requires each
Member to 'take such reasonable measures as may be available to it' to

insure observance of the provisions of the Charter. The Canadian
delegation went on to report: "It should be noted that even though a
measure may be 'available' (e.g., constitutionally or, in the case of
Canada under the British North America Act [now the Constitution Act,
1867]), it may not be 'reasonable'. In such a case there is no obligation

on the part of a Member to take anv measure which that Member itself
considers unreasonable." Canada recalled its view at the time of the
Havana Charter - which it still held - that there was no obligation on a
contracting party to take any measure, which that contracting party
considered to be unreasonable. Clearly "reasonable" meant something less
than. "all measures open" to the federal authority or "all necessary
measures". Canada accepted that it had to take such measures as might be
reasonable in the circumstances to attempt to convince the provinces to
observe the provisions of the General Agreement with respect to their
provincial liquor board policies and practices. It also suggested that the
following general guidelines were of assistance in applying this standard:

a) Reasonable measures implied efforts made by a contracting party
in good faith and with diligence with a view to ensuring observance of
the GATT; (b) what was "reasonable" must vary with the factual
circumstance of each case; (c) foremost among these circumstances
was the general character of the federation in question, and in
particular the measure of autonomy enjoyed in law and in practice by
the regional and local governments within the federation and the
constitutional practices it adopted in coordinating its internal
affairs; (d) for these reasons, 'reasonable measures" were steps
that were consistent with the normal political functioning of a
federation, and exclude measures that would be considered exceptional
or extraordinary within that context; (e) the nature and effect of
the non-observance on the balance of rights and obligations under the
General Agreement must he considered.

3.70 In Canada's view, "reasonable measures" in this case meant ensuring
that the provinces lived up to their obligations under the Statement of
Intentions. Canada said that since 1979 the Federal Covernment had been in
constant contact with provincial authorities on a large number of occasions
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to review the provinces' progress in implementing the Statement. There had
also been numerous communications received from Canada's trading partners
since 1979 and in each case Canada had used its good offices in the
preparation of responses. Moreover, in Canada's view, the extensive
information provided by the Provinces and submitted to the Panel,
concerning provincial adherence to the 1979 Statement suggested that the
Provinces were generally living up to the Statement. In a few instances,
Canada acknowledged that some further changes were still required to bring
a particular practice into line with the Statement, but commitments had
been made to comply fully by the time the Statement was to be fully
implemented (i.e. by 31 December 1987).

3.71 The European Communities argued that a reasonable measure for the
federal legislature to take would be legislative action requiring that the
provinces respected Canada's CATT obligations. Canada had, however, not
even taken the measures clearly available to the Federal Government in
order to eliminate the breaches of the tariff concessions or at least
reduce their importance, such, for example as a reduction of the customs
duties collected at the border. In the view of the European Communities
these duties, together with the imposition of the import mark-ups.
constituted protection in excess of the tariff concessions given by Canada,
incosistent with Article Il.

3.72 The European Communities argued that the initiation by the federal
government of a formal constitutional challenge to the provincial rules on
import mark-ups and discriminatory market access requirements in violation
of Canada's GATT obligations could also be considered a reasonable measure.
It recalled an expert's view with respect to a similar case which:
recommended that the federal government tests the limits of its authority
by presenting a formal constitutional challenge to the provincial Treasures.
Consequently, in the EC's view, the failure of the Federal Covernment of
Canada to take any legislative or Judicial action in order to rectify the
situation was evidence that Canada had not complied with its obl-i.gations
under Article XYIV:12.

3.73 Canada argued that any overriding federal legislation would have tro. be
of a detailed, regulatory character and would have to intervene directly in
the specifics cf retailing policy. However, in Canada's view the federal
power did not allow for the regulation of a single industry or trade. It
did not allow the federal government to take over the detainee regulation
of a specific economic sector in its local aspects. Canada recalled that,
while the exact outer limits of the Trade and Commerce power were not
always clear, the courts had always insisted on the above limitation. l.
Canada's view this ruled out detailed overriding legislation that would be
required to deal. with the matter under consideration here. Canada. again
pointed out that the Canadian constitution was subject to evolution and
nothing was cast in stone, but on this point at least the EC theory of the
scope of federal legislative power was extremely dubious. In Canada's
view, if there was 2 constitutional question related to the provincial
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legislation on liquor boards it was not one that appeared on the face of
the legislation but only in its detailed implementation in practice.

3.74 Canada said that, in a nutshell, there were two ways in which
constitutional cases came before the Canadian courts. First, in the vast
majority of cases - hundreds each year - the issues came up in ordinary
litigation brought by private parties in the trial level courts of each
province. Second, in extremely rare and exceptional cases the federal
government itself took the initiative by way of a direct "Reference" to the
Supreme Court of Canada, the highest court in the land. The provinces
could also make direct "References" to their own Courts of Appeal, but in
Canada's view that was not an option that had any practical relevance here.
Canada noted that there were major differences between these two
procedures. Ordinary litigation started off with a trial. This was where
the factual evidence was developed, through witnesses and discoveries.
After the trial decision, there was a possibility of two further appeals,
ending up in the Supreme Court of Canada. Although the litigation was
generally private, the federal government had an opportunity to participate
as an intervenor. In some of the major Trade and Commerce cases, Canada
had clone just that. The Reference procedure was completely different, even
apart from its rarity. There was no trial, no witnesses, no evidence in
the ordinary sense and there was only one stage in the whole procedure. In
Canada's views, the Reference procedure could play an important role S:
certain exceptional circumstances. It was generally used to obtain a
definitive ruling in emergency situations of national importance. Canada
noted, however, that the Reference procedure was used where novel, untested
constitutional theories were at stake. In Canada's view, References were
of exceptional character (there have only been about eight in the last
'I years and this contrasts with hundreds of constitutional cases brought
in the ordinary way). Canada argued that there were important reasons of
principle behind this practice. A Supreme Court Reference bypasses the
provincial court system. In several recent cases the Supreme Court had
emphasized that the provincial courts were the pivot of the Canadian
constitutional system. Canada argued that that role would be undermined if
the Reference procedure initiated by the federal government ware used in
any but the most exceptional circumstances. In Canada's view the idea of a
federal government Reference in this case might be characterized as an
abuse of the process of the Supreme Court.

3.75 Canada recognized that the federal legislation undoubtedly enhanced
the effective functioning of the provincial regimes, but in its view it
could not be characterized as an essential condition of their
constitutional validity or their viability. Nor, did the legislation
Involve an; control over the retailing policies of these boards. Canada
argued that if the federal legislation were repealed, direct private
imports bypassing the boards would, of course, cease to be prohibited, but
the provincial monopoly over the subsequent retail distribution of the
product would remain intact. Consequently, Canada argued that, whatever
the exact scope "reasonable measures" under Article XXIV:12, they could
not, include legislation on matters that had traditionally been considered
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the exclusive constitutional prerogative of the local governments, nor
legislation that would constitute a radical departure from established
constitutional practice and that would be open to serious legal challenge
under the internal law of the relevant contracting party.

(i) Nullification or Impairment

3.76 Canada argued that since April 1979, imports and the share of total.
Canadian alcoholic beverage imports from the EC/10 had increased
substantially. It agreed that examination of sales by volume was one
measure that could be examined, but it also said that it was misleading to
examine sales of imported product without examining the overall sales of
those products. In Canada's view, the demonstrable reasons for changing
sales also included changes in Canadian tastes and consumption patterns,
with sales of some types of products increasing while sales of other
products decreased. Canada noted that the EC appeared to be a major
beneficiary of these changes.

3.77 Canada said that total sales of wine in Canada had shown a steady
increase since the early 1970's. In its view, a detailed comparison of
differences of annual sales of various types of wine, by volume, between
1980 and 1985, indicated that sales of product imported from the
Communities outperformed sales of Canadian product in almost all
categories. In instances where consumption of a product type had
increased, the sales of EC product had increased to a greater extent than
domestic sales. In other instances where overall consumption of a product
decreased, sales of Canadian product suffered more than. sales of EC
product. Canada argued that EC sales had not decreased because of
provincial measures, but because of changing Canadian taste!;. Further, in
Canada's view, these changing tastes had hurt the Canadian industry much
more than the EC. Canada noted that while sales of wine had increased,
total Canadian sales of spirits had declined almost steadily since 1979.
For example, between 1979 and 1985 total Canadian sales of brandy, gin and
whisky had all declined. During this period., sales of imported gin and
whisky had experienced a decline, but domestic sales of these products had
declined at a greater rate. Sales of imported brandy had actually
increased' during this period whi le sales of domestic brandy had decreased.
Therefore. in Canada's view, over the period in question, the imported
product in those categories for which the EC was the maior supplier, had
increased their market shares while domestic market share had decreased.

3.78 In Canada 's view, examination of trade statistics clearly showed that
FC access to the Canadian market had not been, nor was it being, nullified
or impaired. It was also noted that the EC had not substantiated their
claim that liquor board practices constituted obstacles to EC trade. In
Canada's view, such a demonstration would be impossible. because there had

been a substantial increase in EC exports since 1979.

3.79 The European Communities considered that the application of measures
which were judged to be inconsistent with the GATT obligations of the
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contracting party concerned constituted, prima facie, a case of
nullification or impairment. The Communities argued that it was therefore
not necessary to provide evidence of the actual damage to its trade caused
bythe discriminatory measures. The Communities noted that Canada tended
to assess trade performance in terms of the Community's share of the total
import market without taking into consideration the development of domestic
production and shipments in the main product categories. Due attention
should be also given to trade volumes rather than value. In this regard
the European Communities noted that if one took an average of 1983-85
period and compared it with the situation before 1979, increases in volume
of total wine sales over that period coincided with substantial decreases
in volume of sales of certain categories of wine or distilled spirits.

3.80 The European Communities considered that the statistics provided by
Canada gave no indication of imports which could have taken place in the
absence of the discriminatory practices. In addition the European
Communities noted that on the basis of information provided by Canada, it
was clear that imports as a percentage share of total Canadian sales (in
value) of wine had fallen between 1979 and 1985 in six out of ten
provinces, including the three most populous provinces of Ontario, Quebec
and British Colombia. It argued that the Communities had concentrated its
analysis mainly on trade volume and it drew attention to a decline in
Canada 's imports of a number of major product categories of alcoholic
drinks in the period 1978-1985. Moreover, in the Communities view
information relating to Communities exports to Canada for the period
1978-1985 confirmed that in volume terms there had been only a modest
overall increase in Community exports of alcoholic drinks.

(1) Statement by Australia

3.81 In a statement to the Panel Australia supported the EC position set
out in L/5777 with regard to mark-ups and restrictions on the points of
sale available to imported products. In Australia's view, the latter
practices effectively formed a quantitative restriction on imports.
Listing requirements particularly disadvantaged new or specialist products
such as specific Australian wines. Australia considered the listings
requirements to be a breach of Article III:4. Australia also said that
through higher mark-ups, Australian products received less favourable
treatment than those provided for in the schedule and Australia considered
the mark-ups to breach Article II:4. In Australia's view, Canadla had
obligations under Article XXIV to use "reasonable measures" to sccure from
the provincial marketing agents an open import regime in Canada for wines,
spirits and other alcoholic beverages particularly as the measures were
applied by all the Canadian Provinces and therefore, had the
characteristics of a national policy. Australia recalled the following
particular instances where the Canadian Government had not taken reasonable
measures to ameliorate provincial practices despite representations from
Australia:
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- The fact that a brand would only be listed for sale if the
liquor boards were convinced that it would achieve the required sales
volume. This practice discriminated against new or lesser known
products.

- In some provinces, government policy required that an
inordinately large amount of shelf space be allocated to the local
product. Imported wines with a retail price below a certain level
were not accepted in British Colombia or Alberta, which, with a cost
conscious public, lead to a significant discrimination.

- Imported wines had higher mark-ups than Canadian wines.

- Direct retailing of wine was allowed outside the monopoly stores
in two instances but in neither of these instances was imported wire
allowed to be sold.

3.82 Despite numerous bilateral, representations to the Canaldian Government
the Australian Government did not consider that rhe Canadian o;o.ernmernt had
fully utilized all reasonable measures avai .la 'Le to it within its
constitutional system. At the same time, Australia considered that the
introduction of federal legislation which might hlave an. overriding effect.
on the political balance of a federation, b'. impinging on constitutional.
arrangements and the division of powers between the national. and provincial
governments, as not being ' reasonable measures' .

3.83 Australia said that at the time of the Canada/Australia Tokyo Round
settlement, it had pointed out that the provincial Statement of Intentions
would not resolve the Australian wine industry's problems with the Canadian
provincial marketing. agencies and therefore Australia was not prepared to
offer further payment for the inclusion of the statement in a settlement.
Australia recalled that the Canadian Goverrnment had acknowledged that the
statementt would not resolve all cifficult-es experienced by Australia but
had seen the statement as 'giving, suppliers foot in the door' . The
Canadian Government had indicated its hope that, if the statement were to
form part of an Australia/Canada bilateral settlement, Australia could
indicate that it welcomed the statement as a positive step which had been
'taken into account' in arriving at the overall settlement. It was argued
that this would give time Canadian Government a little more. leverage over
the provincial governments. In Australia's view the Canadian Government
had nlot sought payment for the inclusion of the statement in the bilateral
settlement. The Canadian Statement of Intentions had been passed to the
Australian Government under a cover note which included a reference to the
preparedness of the Canadian Government to use 'its good offices' to take
up Australian concerns with the provincial. agencies. The Canadian
Government had argued this would help reassure Australia that the Canadlan
Federal Government would adopt an active (rather than a liaison) role in
intervening with the provincial agencies on behalf of foreign governments.
Accordingly, it was Austalia's understanding that the Canadian Government
had not put the statement forward as an intention of the provincial liquor
boards alone. Rather it would appear that the intent of the Canadian
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Government had been to undertake a greater degree of obligation under
Article XXIV(12) in regard to this matter than would otherwise have been
the case. Australia argued that this view was supported by the Canadian
Government's action in extracting promises collectively from the provinces
and linking these promises through itself in an international settlement.
In Australia's view a reasonable action by the Canadian Government on a
complaint would be for it to establish the facts of that complaint with the
liquor hoard concerned and demand rectification in accordance with the
agreement. Australia was concerned by the proposition put forward by
Canada that the liquor board undertaking modified, in a less onerous way,
its obligations. Australia said that it had not accepted such an
interpretation at the time of the Tokyo Round negotiations nor did it now.

3.84 Responding to Australia's comment on a link between the listing
requirements and the sales volume, Canada noted that quotas were supplied
to ensure that sales, and therefore profits, justify the liquor board's
investment in ordering, warehousing, distributing and retailing these
products. While Australia argued that this practice discriminated against
new or lesser known products, in Canada's view the sales quota policy was
applied to virtually all products - domestic and imported. In some
provinces, sales quotas for some imported products, such as spirits, were
actually lower than for domestic spirits. In addition, through generating
private stock orders by individuals and licensed establishments, agents had
ample opportunity to demonstrate to the liquor board that a particular
product would he capable of meeting the required sales quota. In response
to the Australia's comment on distribution of shelf space, Canada noted
that shelving decisions were made by individual. store managers to reflect
individual store product mixes and sales. It also recalled that the
rationale for differential mark-ups was spelled out in detail. elsewhere in
the report and noted that non-quota based specialty listing were also
available to foreign suppliers. Canada also submitted to the Panel a copy
of a letter from the Austrnlian Mission in Geneva to the Geneva Mission of
Canada and a text signed by the Canadian and Australian delegations, both
dated 22 Januarv 1980, concerning the results o.' the bilateral negotiations
between the two countries during the Tokyo Round. Canada said that both
documents confirmed that the Provincial Statement of Intentions with
respect to Sales of Alcoholic Beverages by Provincial Marketing Agencies in
Canada formed part of the results of bilateral negotiations between Canada
and Australia in the Tokyo Round. The submitted text also stated that the
offer (Statement of Intentions) and its acceptance was made subject to GATT
rights and obligations. Canada also noted that in its submission to the
Panel, Australla indicated that in giving the Statement of Intentions, the
Government of Canada was undertaking specific obligations' reflecting the
combined intentions of the Provincial Governments. In Canada's view, this
showed that Australian authorities recognized the significance of the
Statement as a negotiated obligation.

(m) Statement by the United States

3.85 The United States noted that there were three types of restrictive
practices by various provincial liquor boards which it believed were in
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conflict with the GATT (i) charging higher price mark-ups on the sale of
imported beverages than provincially produced beverages or, in the
alternative, beverages produced elsewhere in Canada; (ii) allowing the
sale of imported beverages through fewer retail outlets than domestically
produced beverages; and (iii) "listing" restrictions that restrict the
number of brands of imported products that may be sold.

3.86 The practices in question were maintained by various provincial
governments in Canada) with some variations among Canadian provinces. The
provinces acted through provincial 'Liquor boards under the control of the
provincial governments. While Canada had in the past argued that the
boards were state-trading enterprises, in the United States' view they were
in fact under the control of the provincial governments, which appoirx.d
the boards and which, in a "ProvirJial Statement of Intentions" of l979,
assumed responsibility for the practices of the boards. The United States
argued that the practices in question thus should be viewed as governmental
practices, rather than those of a state enterprise in the sense of
Article XVII.

3.87 In the United States' opinion, all three types or restrictions
referred to above were inconsistent with Article III of the CATT, in that
imported products were treated less favourably than domestic products. Tir
addition, the higher mark-ups imposed might also be considered to violate
Article IS, and Article XI, in that they resulted in an additional charge
on imports above the bound Canadian rates of duty. and they constituted a
de facto quantitative limitation on imports. The United States further
believed that many of the provincial listing practices violated Articles I
and XIII of the GATT, because provincial liquor boards permitted
proportionately far fewer listings of American wines than other imported
wines. Finally, the United States considered that all these restrictions
impaired the benefit of tariff concessions granted by Canada in the CATT.

3.88 With regard to mark-up policy on wine, the United states was
specifically concerned about the practices of Ontario, Ouebec, British
Colombia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Alberta. It provided statistical
evidence suggesting that imported products were marked up more than the
provincial product or other Canadian products in these provinces. The
United States had the same concerns about discriminatory mark-ups on beer
and other alcoholic beverages in all provinces.

3.89 In the view of the United States such discriminatory mark-ups, imposed
by state agencies, contravened Article III:2, because they constituted a
higher charge on the sale of imported products. They were also
inconsistent with Article III:4, in that the requirement of higher mark-ups
on imported products than on like products produced within the province
clearly treated imported products less-favourably than like domestic
products. The fact that in some cases provincial liquor boards also
discriminated against like products of other Canadian provinces did not
exempt these measures from Article III since GATT Article III obligations
could not he avoided by discriminating in part against other domestic
products.
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3.90 The United States considered that, in the alternative, the mark-ups
might he viewed as a form of import charge, since the provincial boards
that established these mark-ups also had a monopoly on importation of the
products into the provinces. As such, the mark-ups were inconsistent with
Article TI, paragraphs 1(b) and 4. Since the United States had not had the
opportunity to hear the positions of the parties on these matters: , it did
not know which alternative approach the panel or the parties would
consider, but in its view these practices clearly contravened the General
Agreement, regardless of whether one was considering them in the light of
Article II or Article III.

3.91 The United States noted that in its bilateral discussions with Canada,
the Canadians had at times argued that the higher mark-ups on imports were
justified by the smaller volume of retail sales of imported products, which
they said entailed a higher per unit cost of handling which must be passed
on to the Canadian consumer. However, in the view of the United States,
the lower sales volume resulted from restrictions imposed on imports; it
was hardly likely that, in the absence of such restrictions, imports would
all be sold at low volumes and domestic products would all be sold at high
volumes so as to justify the arbitrary discrimination imposed by the
provincial governments.

3.92 The United States noted that. the provincial liquor control boards
delegated domestic beer wholesaling to the local breweries who acted as
distribution agents. In some provinces, beer could be sold in grocery
stores. Imported beer, however, could only be sold in the liquor control
board stores (about 10 per cent of the distribution system) and only after
a listing had been granted. The United States had been particularly
concerned about the British Columbia "cold beer stores" and sales outlets
for wine products in the British Columbia and Quebec. In Quebec, domestic
bottled wines could be sold in grocery stores while most imported wines may
not. Only imported bulk wine, bottled in Quebec, might be sold in grocery
stores. In British Columbia, imported bottled wines might not be sold in
certain types of outlets that were permitted to sell wine produced in
British Columbia. In the view of the United States such restrictions on
distribution of imported products relative to like domestic products
clearly contravened Article III:4, in that they treated domestic products
more favourably than like imported products.

3.93 With regard to the number of listings granted to US wine products, the
United States noted that provincial products might be automatically listed
but that imports were not and that listing policies prevented competition
among all sources. The United States said that its wines as well as other
alcoholic beverages and beer were generally given few listings and it
provided statistical evidence to illustrate this point. In the view of the
United States, these listing policies were inconsistent with Article III:4,
in that they treated imported products less favourably than domestic
products. These policies also violated Articles I and XIII insofar as the
US wines were treated less favourably than other imported wines. While in
this respect the United States claim differed from that of the EC, the
United States noted that Canadian compliance with Article III would result
in improved treatment for wines of both the United States and the EC.
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3.94 The United States said that Canada had in the past contended that the
provinces had control. over importation and sale of alcoholic beverages, and
that the Canadian Federal. Government's only obligation with respect to
matters under provincial control was to take "such reasonable measures as
may be available ... to ensure observance of the provisions" of the GATT.
The implication of Canadia's argument was that the federal government couId
do nothing about even such blatanty discriminatory practices as those
discussed above, while other contracting parties had no rights other than.
presumably,toask the Cardian Government to exhorttotheprovinceto do
better. The United States said that it couldnot agreewith this attitude..LLIde

3. 95in the view of the United States Canada could, and had to, de more0I- e
thanmerely try to persuadeis provincial governments to comply withnts tLo comp.] wi C: L
Canada's GATT obligations. TheUnited States was not convinced that the tlhat th'.
FederalGovernmentofCanadacould not challenge the provincialpracticesthe pr-ovincial pr;ic.t Les
in its courts.The United States considered that the determination ofwhatt..i IItL io o I whi-tL
measuresbyCanada were ``reasonable'' to ensure the observance of GATT obser'.'an(ce . GAT

provisionsbygovernments wasnotadeterminationleft left solely tot i ve t sole lv
Canadato make. TheUnited States urged the Paael to recommend their CanadaM (irV
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4. FINDINGS

4.1 The l'anelnoted that two questions were posed in its terms of
reference, namely "whether certain practices of provincial agencies
which market alcoholic beverages (i.e. liquor hoards) are in
accordance with the provisions of the General Agreement" and
whetherr Canada has carried out its obligations under the General
Agreement", It decided to deal with the first question before
examining the second.

Practices of Provincial Liquor Boards

4.. The Panel recall led that the practices complained of related too
mark-up practices, including restaurant discounts on domestic
alcoholic beverages; and restrictions on points of sale and
listing/delisting procedures.

-MarkrUps

A..3 Silnce Canada's Schedule of Concessions includes tariff
bindings on all imported alcoholic beverages, the Panel first
examined the Furopean Communities' contention that the mark-up
practices were not in conformity with Article IT of the General
Agreement.

The Panel recalled that Canada and the European Communities
agreed on the fact that Canada ha, through the Importation of
intoxicatingg I.iquors Act, authorized a monopoly of the importation
of alccholic beverages. The Panel noted therefore that the amount
of protection admissible under Article II:4 was thus either the
amount provided for in the Canadian Schedule or "as otherwise
agreed between the parties which had initially negotiated the
concession" .

4.5 The Panel recalled in this context its terms of reference,
which requested the Panel to take Into account, "in carrying out
its examiation ..., inter alia, the province al statement of
inentions concluded in the context of the Tokyo Round of
multilateral trade negotiations with respect to sales of alcoholic
beverages by provincial. marketing agencies in Canada". The Panel.
examined, therefore, whether the parties had, by the Provincial
Statement of Intentions and the related exchange of letters,

"otherwise agreed" in the sense of Article TT:4, as claimed by
Canada, on an amount of protection different from that provided for
in the Canadian Schedule.

4.6 The Canadian government's letter of 5 April 1979 made it clear
tha t the Provincial Statement of Intentions was put forward on
behalf of the provincial authorities. The title and wording of the
Provincial Statement of Intentions indicated that it expressed
"intentions" and was, as confirmed in the letter, "necessarily
non-contractual in nature". The only undertaking expressed by the
Government of Canada in the letter of 5 April 1979 was that it
"will be prepared to use its good offices with the provincial
authorities concerned regarding any problem which may arise with
respect to the application of provincial policies and practices set
forth in the statement". Canada's emphasis on the non-binding
nature of the undertaking seemed to indicate that it was not meant
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to affeer Canada's rights and obligations under Article II:4. Nor4. ,Nor
did the letters of the EC Commission, dated 5 April andecl 5 April a. d
29 June 1959, exress an acceptance ofan agreement concerning itsin, its

mights andobligations under Article II:4. The first of theses t of tIIC.:e
letters restricted itself to acknowleding thereceipt of thec eip-Lt ot'L teI'.
Canadian Letterand the second only expressed ``some disquiet'' expressed "'snme (iiqujL iet"'
concerningthe terms ``normalcommercial considerations'' in the id(Ie rat Io1sin the
Provincial Statement of Intentions.nI t io n

4.7 The Finel noted that the Provincial Staterment of Intentionsns
and related letters hadnot been included among thetextslistedinthe' tEXt S 1 is. t'tet in
the Preceiv-Verbalembodying theresultsof theTokyoRound,thatI To C!Ikvc''Lr.n cith
theletters were classifiedasconsiderational and had not beenar>g. liad no(t bee
notificed totheCONTRACTING PARTIES.While the Councilhasstrated'e t- iIe (,o 1;IIc laS itat::
in the terms ofreference of thePanel thatthe ProvincialI t:ic;-t Lhe i Inc'(-Vv it 'I .1
Statementand been``concluded in the context on the Tokyo of the TykyoRoundofe'IlTok(,- k'uind o

i 1.il t iiTrade Negotiations" it appeared to the Panel that or
the Statement tosatisfythe conditions of Article II:4. it would1 ArI. l e I[: lt W)1i
havehadaiU( tLo I--hid ing , the same extent a, t ,I? 0on1eSSi.l tS.'
rhehi Jr wh Lii was: imrt::rded to ste Lede

0C.l

.-c_1, C.h
rI:J tI I Lci c. I rc! v: di ge ea lt t rs ' 1; 20 I.I:'i

con in-' ii o .rn a' r*1n;t iE t 1/ 5i.; ( Art i',LV a' r* I : . tII
i: ''c. 8!''sc ( .U '.' arl~it'mni -' oh]. i ci't ,r^'' ;lar ;s ;;'c ) t ho I''' !:; j, j

OYOa l L inl- it: (.0A I.- I ed' !!j;1'i:il;po r';ted. ci cc ho l'it' het"v. cagl&e. p itt! t:ih.' i"j:'-r¾.' *Un il:t:

.zi.' 'i '^+'l'' t'.'. tt' di ; t ;i~ ?,>Srt zI t, tt . ;t'-@.. jt':i'.ett ,A* it

.1.!: ';: '.' 'no l:'o l Ct cr t'aL .tm ho nd raet , af f'rleI 1: t,.,.; t;. i , ' , .v !''

i'lli>" ,!r ;.;- (i!'!,t,,;l';i: . I''; . Ii i it:'; '1l ! I^"t . t :I..t ls.iC cornii ',t1 r L

| ) t., , r: ,}~~LL; t
l , {v i r;i! ; (w ,s :i(i, ~Z ! -1 Vi

i11 1 01 1 h't ' '.'* n. c I Jtfc ; I c a' cr

r t t', I ee L:I 1i ,;dr : S II:

Itot' I to ~~~~~~~~~.10 en AiCO s ar(I- e1I nu. )
I, t; ,Le !' ric ll^,ei '-ii.! ert~ic~lt '! ', (app' .1,i;l tire 'iP't<

ArtiX:1 : rohiitICd tiIeh:I,:C iL ig of d IIi. :(1. t Ie I r. . l 0
orion~lf'st' ion' cl'ii: !ro>t- inpo(Xr';'ed.I a]Acbt-E LhveI r;ig:. .inht(-r1i III Ietii II

ccl.1 -to vl'emt;!ltt K'lutTil~dC' O!;ti..I .-;e 1.1 intz pr i(:e. ovxer > .enlt h)er:(i> ;
excecif'.! dtire' Icrnei 'd SwtS~ p5lls CutoIStSclintl i;cs 1oectc3d a~t the
mci '1.-' hcirrntI Inor-rs Arttic le r3; p u.s (rinspogJ(r::; ici on , Ci':'.l'iri btt ln
aIInd ot he: x:xen'Ies incidentc to ti e porchl ier1!, it tlrttC-r

pr-c ^:-iri; .ciu a reasons ,I .e ma rg in nF prol t;I I 1tr eI) t anaI
ta-Ixes T.'T:. LtI-nin1g to the provision s otf Ati :1e T TT..

4 . Ii The Panel alsonotedthatthe retail priceschargedby the la rgeci 1; the
provincial liquorboards for imported alocholic heverageswereLverrages v.ere
composed of the invoice prices; plus federalcustoms dutiesr 1 cus to r, : (irt ies
collected at the beouad rates; plusstandardfreight to asetgh1t t C. a C.e t

destionation; plus additional priceinacreases (``Mark-ups'') which "mark-ups")s which
were s3MvetiIIes highE r on imported than on like domestic aIlcoholic

eiverages ("(tHiffererti.al mark-ups"); plus federal an( provincial]
sales caxes.
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4.12 The panel proceeded to examine the Canadian contention that
such differential mark-ups generally reflected higher
transportation, distribution and other expenses ,associated with
imported products, such as storage, as well. as a reasonable margin
of profit, and were therefore in accordance with the provisions of
the General Agreement.nt.

4.13ThePanelconsidered that differentialmark-upscould beeren tia l mark-ups coulI .d be
justifiedtooffset any additonal costs of transportation,sportation

distribution and other expenses incident to the purchase, sale or
further processing, such as storage, necessaril.y associated with
importing products andthatsuch calcualtions could be made on the
hasis of average costs over recent periods.

;', ThePanel noted Canada's statement that, in some instances,
the differential mark-ups also reflected a policy of revenue

maximization onthe part of the provincial liquor boards, which
Chargedhigher mark-ups on imported tlhan on domestic alcoholic
beverages,because they marketed imported products as premium
products and exploited less price elastic demand for these
products, and that this policy was In accordance with the General
Agreement because revenue maximization was justified by normal
commercial considerations.

4.15 The Panel considered that a monopoly profit-margin on imports
resulting from policies of revenue maximization by provincial
iquor board Could not normally be considered as a "reasonable

margin of profit" in the sense of Article II:4, especially if it
were higher on. Imported products than on domestic products,

4.16The Panel considered that the phrase "a reasonable margin of
profit." should be interpreted in accordance with the normal meaning
of these words in, their context of Article II and Article 31 of the
Haana Charter, and that "a reasonable margin of profit" was a
margin of profit that wold he obtained under normal conditions of
compe tition (in the absence of the monopolyy. The margin of profit
-ould have on the average to be the same on both domestic and the
like imfportted products so as not to undermine the value of tariff
concessions under Article II.

4.17The Panel alsonotedCanada 's argument tha t the drafting
history implied that a reasonable margin of profit was a margin
which "should not be so excessive as to restrict the volume of
trade in the product concerned", and that since the volume of
imports from tile European Communities of the products in question
had not declined, the margin of profit was a reasonable one, The
``Panelnoted that the fact that these imports had not declined did
not say; anything about what they would had been in the absence of a
poliicy of monopolistic profit maximization by the provincial liquor
hoards.

4.18 The Panel examined Canada's reference to normal. commercial
considerations and noted that the term "commercial. considerations"
was mentioned in Article XVII:1(b). It considered that this
reference was not relevant to its examination of Article II:-' as
the context in which the term 'commercial considerations' had been
used was different.
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4.1.9 The Panel therefore concluded that the mark-ups which were
higher on imported than on like domestic alcoholic beverages
(dlifferential mark-ups) could only he justified under Article II:4.
to the extnt that they represented additional costs necessarily
associated with marketing of the imported products, a d that
calculations could be made on the basis of average costs over
recent periods. The Panel also concluded that the burden of proof
would be on Canada if it wished to claim that additional costs were
necessarily associated with marketing of the imorted products.

4.20 The Panel noted that
provided that "in applying
regard shal be had for
established and operated mainly forsocial
or revenue purposes".While the
Artficle 31 should be applied to
the context of thle General
Canada had the right to use
theprovinces, consistently with
General Agreement. The Panel alsoconsideral
on Article's II:4 didnotaffectthisright
applied in thelight of Article
charging ofinternaltexes conforming
ArticleIII.itnotedthat federal and
levied on alcoolicbeverages and askeditself

clementsof mark-ups, which preduced
couldalso bejustifed as ``nternal
provisions of Article III", notingthat
referred,notonly tointernaltaxes,that

ArticleII:6 of the Havana Charter ( Irt,.r
the rovisions of thisArticle, due1cLue
the fact that some monopolice, arei e ,^re
mainlyfor social,cultural, humanitraianir i.n
the drafting history indicatedthat that

to the extent that it was relevant to
Agreement, thePanelconsideredthatthI1t:
Agreement, the Panel consideredthater fr
with theelevantprovisions of their; of thIe
also considered that its conclusions

affect this right, because ArticleII:4...
Article Oi ie Character, permitted thec

confermingto theprovisions C p. r- i.SJv rtk: C,
federal andprovisioalsales taxeswereiS were

andaskeditse'fwhether fiscalerthIle !e ci,;
producedreveumefor theprovinces,t 'I prv in ,es,
``Internaltaxes conferming tothetn he
notingthat ArticleIII:4 itself':II itsei:
taxes, but alsoto ``Otherinternalr I 'te r oth,t i

charges". ThePanel was of the view that to be so consideration,the tie
fiscalelementof mark-ups must of recursemeet the reqireverementof cju(IL ntsI

elementofmark-upsmust of recurse meettherequirementsofrpM oteCl G0dIn C: IC
productssoas toaffordprotection to domestic to domesticproductions. i ('1:.
ThePenelalsoalso consalered it important that, iffisalelementst fi.sc;a Irre ntCs
were to be considered as internal taxes, mark-upwould also haveCvLe
to beadministered incomformityu with other provisions of thei LrII! ,Or th1e
GeneralAgreement,in particular Article X dealing withthe ng w!:ith tChe
Publication and Administration of Trade Regulations.l ,ia'iorns.

4.21 The Panelnoted the view put forward bythe forward by the Europeanen
CommunitiesaswellasbyCanada thattheEC'scomplaintdid notSa1S wel1 as bS Ca-inada thIat the [IC's corpIamp1;it didI nott
necessitaste -atleast not at this stage of theproceeding - arg' - a
detailedfactual analysisby the Panelof the cost diterentialsrntilai]s
calcualtedbyindividual liquer boards for individualimportedvidual importedL
products in this respect. ThePanel didnottherefore purpue the tihe
matter.

- Restrictions on thePoints of Sale and on Listingting

4.22The Panel thenexamined the contention of theEuropean European
Communitiesthat the application by provincial liquor hoardsofds of
practices concerning listing/delisting reqirements andand

the availability of points of sale which discriminate against
imported alcoholic beverages was inconsistent wiith Canada's
obligations under Articles III:4, XI or XV II of the General
Agreement.
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4.23 The Panel. first examined the arguments relay ting to the
relevance of Article Xl to these requirements. The Panel noted
Canada's claim that the practices referred to were not
"restrictions" in the sense of Article XI because they were not
assciatied with tihe " importation" of the products, because they
were provincial measures and because they were consistent with tile
Provincial Statement of Intentions.

4.24 The Panel observed that the note to Articles XI, XII, XIII,
XIV anld XVIIT provided that throughout these Articles "the terms
' import restrictions' and 'export restrictions' include
restrlctiuns made effective through state-trading operations". The
Panel considered it significant that the note referred to
restrictions made effective through state-trading operations" and

not to "import restrictions", It considered that this was a
recognition of the fact that in the case of enterprises enjoying a
monopolv of both important ion and distribution in the domestic

market, the distinction normally made in the Ceneral Agreement
between restrictions affecting the importation of products and
restrictions affecting imported products lost much of its
significance since both types of restriction could be made
effective through decision bv the monopoly. The Panel considered
that svstematic discriminatory practices of the kind referred to
should be considered as restrictions made effective through "other
measures" contrary to the provisions of Article XT:1. It also
noted that an agreement or arrangement would have to he consistent
with the General Agreement. The Panel noted that the relevance of
tihe fact: that the measures concerned were provincial measures would
be examined in the second part of its findings.

4.25 The Panel therefore concluded that the practices concerning
listing/delistingr requirementsand the availability of points of

sale which discriminate against imported alcoholic beverages were
restrictions made effective through state-trading operations
contrary to Article XT: I . The Panel. considered that it was not
necessary at this stage to male a detailed factual. analysis by the
Panel. of the restrictions on points of sale and the discriminatory
listing/delisting practices by the individual provincial liquor
boards.

4.26 The Panel then examined the contention of the European
Communties that the practices complained of were contrary to
Article TII. The Panel noted that Canada did not consider Article
ITT to be relevant to this case, arguing that the interpretative
note to Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XVIII made it clear that
proveisions other than Article XVII applied to state-trading
enterprises by specific reference only. The Panel considered that
it was not necessary to decide in this particular case whether the
practices complained of were contrary to Article III:4 because it
had already found that they were 'inconsistent with Article XI.
However, the Panel saw great force in the argument that
Article III:4 was also applicable to state-trading enterprises
at least when the monopoly of the importation and monopoly of the
distribution in the domestic markets were combined, as was the case
of the provincial liquor boards in Canada. This interpretation was
confirmed e contrario by the wording of Article III:8(a).
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4.27 The Panel next turned its attention to the relevance of
Article XVII and in particular to the contention of the European
Communities that the practices under examination contravened a
national treatment obligation contained in paragraph 1 of that
Article. The Panel noted that two previous panels had examined
questions related to this paragraph. The Panel report on Belgian
Family Allowances (BISD IS/60) said that "as regards the exception
contained in paragraph 2 of Article XVIT, it would appear that it
referred onl' to the principle set forth in paragraph I of that.
Article i.e. the obligation to make purchases in accordance with
commercial considerations and did not extend to matters dealt with
in Article III". The Panel on Canada - Administration of the
Foreign Investment Review Act (BISD 30S/163) "saw great force in
Canada 's argument that only the most-favoured-nation and not tile
national. treatmenerit obligations fall witin tile score of thle general
principles refferred to in ArticIe XV I:I (a) '" . The Panel
considered , however that it was not necessary to deride in this
particular case whether the prictictes complainted orwere contrary
toArticleXVIIhecause it had already fourd thattheywereef- ouLinld ltil t Iie' were

incosistent withArticle XI.icle X1.

4.27The Panelrecalled Canada's claim that the Importation of.1 ½'Irt.it. ,h
latoxicatingIfquors Act of 1928 consistued F C1cI'st: Li tuLItet > V; ill I 'is-1 t.ion
within the meaning ofparagrap ofthe Prockof Provisional rr,~-(cc-. I o f i' :, ion. I
ApplicationwhichprovidedthatPare ii!c was Part IT was appliedtothe inLip the.lu -'

extent not incosnsistent with existing legislating. The Panel noted.e Inri co

that theCONTRACTING PARTIEShad declared in Augusting that this 1I, A gsItI. i .; ht IV. t ,iu
pagraph onlyreterredtolegislationof C:' c, i o i,a ,i-,' I ;I :;a;z-Idazit icharacter '' r
(B :-b ii/'{::) arz^d t:I;t L;!i hini(. lea had l'een ronfi,-r'ld i ii;:1 : "
subsequent occasions. most recently I',OS' r i It i. inl (hi Sh 3! K -: he1
Panel concluded that the II at Lie i rr It i o'v. t 1? ic . \.
didnot make mandatory il;a dai;1 t ' ! l t r i. r !'!s; on a i :I e and

disriminatory listingrequirements. 1St II;, rc'c i r: ert-.

*;,.Pai'2 a i :!I i,! ro t: i 1 1 1 j- S . '. S1" 1 Oi l

rFf11 i 1t(I';I ( I;t;Iu ri I'(tn 'ac t' t' '1: i I. m i!t-

t or 'tili0 5s tor v; n Ifli tlLi il*:f:l At fre2 t . 'rJI 2:- th'

'P roi to(: t: i oln ?' l -,;I i Lt o i L : ['U at ih.' ',:Jr Cic In :K, ; r.utii h; t:
i t W;'a!*; cloutIl? coT s.i s t t 1 ! i ti h. II L nt pr@iHOI I ' ''i o I ile
(.ene ra I Agr ,eMmeII t

Not. i. f Dicat: ion Re L i rem eunts

4.30 The PanelexaminedtheEuropean Communititions' contentionthatined the Lurrrope.an (emmun.itiess' content..ion Hihnt
Canada and not fully complied with itsnotification obligationstions
under Article e XVI.:4 (a) , which should he interpreted in the light
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES'decisionsof1960of1962(BISD,' [ES' decis ions of:1 19b a rid 1 962 (S T SD),
95/182, 1S1/58) . The Panel found.,: that these deci.sions dcic not
interpret: ArticleJ X\'II:4(a), but were separate instruments. The
Panel found that Canada had complied with its obligations under
Article XVIT:4(a), but that it should supply the information called
for by the decisions of 1960 and 1962 to the extent that it had nct
already done so.

Canada'sObligationst ions

4.31 The Panel. then turned to the second question raised in its
terms of reference, rarely "whether Canada has carried out its
obligations under the General Agreement".
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4.32 The Panel noted that the main question related to the
interpretation of Article XXlXV: 12 which states: "Each contracting
party shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to it
to ensure observance of the provisions of this Agreemient by the
regionaI and local, governments and authorities within its
territory"

4.33 The Panel noted that there was no dispLute that tihe provincial.
liquor boards were "regional. authorities" within the meaning of
Article XXTV:12.

4.34 The Panel noted that Canada had taken the position that the
only authority that Could judge whether all reasonable measures had
been taken under Article XXTV: 12 was in this case the Canadian
governnvnt. While noting that in the final analysis it was the
contracting party concerned that would be the judge as to whether
or not specific measures could be taken, the Panel concluded that
Canada would have to demonstrate to the CONTRACTING PARTIES that it
had taker. all reasonable measures available and that it would then
be for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to decide whether Canada had met its
obligations under Article XXIV:12'.

I'h35The Panel noted that the Government of Canada considered that
it had already taken such reasonahle measures as were available to
it Lo ensure observance of the provisions of the General. Agreement
hy the provincial liquor boards. The Panel, however, also noted
that the efforts of the Canadian federal authorities had been
directed towards ensuring the observance of these provisions as
they themselves interpreted them and not as interpreted in these
findings. The Panel therefore concluded that the measures taken by
the Government of Canada were clearly not all the reasonable
measures as might be available to it to ensure observance of the
provisions of the General Agreement by the provincial, liquor
hoards, as provided in Article XXIV:12 and that therefore the
Government of Canada had not yet complied with the provisions of
that paragraph. The Panel. was of the view, however, that in the
circumstances the Government of Canada should be given a reasonable
period of time to take such measures to bring the practices of the
provincial liquor boards into line with the relevant provisions of
the General Agreement.

V CONCL.USIONS

4.36 In the light of the findings set out above, the Panel
recommends that the CONTRACTING PARTIES request Canada:

(a) to take such reasonable measures as may be available to
it to ensure observance of the provisions of Articles II
and XI of the General Agreement by the provincial liquor
boards in Canada;

(b) to report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the action taken
before the end of 1988, to permit the CONTRACTING PARTIES
to decide on any further action that might be necessary.
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ANNEX I

CANADIAN DELEGATION

CONFIDENTIAL

17-19, Ch du Chomp d'Anier
1209 Geneva

April 5, 1979

Mr. P. Luyten
Head of Delegation
Permanent Delegation of the EEC
37-39, rue de Vermont
1202 Geneva

Dear Paul,

EC requests on Canada for concessions with respect to alcoholic
beverages were put forward in Document H4TN/AG/R/8 on November 18
1977. These included a number of non-tariff requests which sought
better treatment for EC products in respect of mark-ups and listing
policies.

These and similar requests were brought to the Attention of the
provincial authorities. As a contribution to a substantial outcome
in the MTN in areas of importance to them, they have provided the
attached statement for the federal government to put forward on
their behalf concerning their .marketing policies and practices with
respect to imported beers, wines arnd distilled spirits. While the
provincial statement reqarding the treatment of imported alcoholic
beverages is necessarily non-contractual in nature, it represents a
positive undertaking to follow policies and practices which should
be of considerable benefit to EC trade in this field in Future
years and, as such, is a valuable contribution to a settlement
between us in this area.

We can confirm that the term "alcoholic beverages" in paragraphs I
ond 5 Includes distilled spirits, wines, vermouth, champagne and
beer and that the term "wines" in paragraph 5 includes vermouth and
champagne.

Any communication from the EC concerning matters related to the
attached statement should be addressed to the Government of Canada.

The Canadian Government will be prepared to use its good offices
with the provincial authorities concerned regarding any problem
which may arise with respect to the application of provincial
policies and practices set forth in the statement.

Yours sincerely,
signed R. de C. Grey
Ambassador and
Head of Delegation
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Provincial Statment of Intentions

with Respect to Sales of Alcoholic Beverages

by Provincial Harketin Agencies in Canada

1. Information on the policies and practices of provincial marketing

agencies for all alcoholic beverages will be made available on

request to foreign suppliers and governments. Any enquiries from

foreign governments will receive a response within a reasonable

period of time; the Government of Canada agrees to be the channel
of communication with foreign governments for such purposes.

2. In each branch store of the provincial marketing agencies, a ceta-

logue of all the products offered for sale by the agency will be

available, in order that customers may be aware of what products

are available in addition to those carried in the particular
branch.

3. Any differential in mark-up between domestic and imported distilled

spirits will reflect normal commercial considerations, including
higher costs of handling and marketing which are not included in

the basic delivery price.

4. Arny differential in mark-up between domestic and imported wines

will not in future be increased beyond current levels, except as

might be justified by normal commercial considerations.

5. Each provincial marketing agency for alcoholic beverages will

entertain applications for listing of all foreign beverages on the

basis of non-di-scrimination between foreign suppliers, and commers

cial criteria such as quality, price, dependability of supply,
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demonstrated or anticipated demand, and other such considerations
as are common in the marketing of alcoholic beverages. Standards
with respect to advertising, health and the safety of products will
be applied in the same mariner to imported as to domestic products.

Access to listings for imported distilled spirits will in the
normal course be on a basis no less favourable than that provided
for domestic products and will, not discriminate between sources or

imorts.

8. . Any changes which may be necessary to give effecl to the above will

be introduced as soon as practicable. Hovever someofthese:e
changes, particularly, with respect to mark-up differentials, may

be introduced progressively over a period of no longer than eight
years.

12 April 1979
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COMMISSION
DNS

COMMUNATU6S EUROP6ENNES
tia, Li

sUP161 des cignixialloax inleraalbonalas

Dear Rodney,

I have the honour to acknowlede reecipt of your letter ot

April 5 concrning Provincial Statemcnt of intentions with respect

to salesor alcohiolic howeverages byProvincial marketing Agencies
in Canada.

Yours sincerely,

P. Luyten
Ilead of the Permanent Delegation

11.E. Hr. Rodney de C. Crey
Aminstrandor
IJlc.Jd or the Cahaddln Dclefic".ton to the
Kultil stcral Tradxe Hlcotitationz
17-19, elhemin du2 Chlamp d'Anier.
-4 -If%(_% .

Appril 5, 1979
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COMMISSION o8¢5n np >r)7
OFYTH E .. rfiel.,,,,,........ ..... .. ,,29,V.......

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
DIRECTAYE-GENERAL FOR

AGRICUTLURE

The 1,iow Co^v,

Dear£Rr a; r z.dor,

I refer to your letter of April emelotinga
statement ofintentionwhichtheCanadiann Provincial Li,-or :okxde
are prtpared to give ccrce.r:ng the Ireatmont of :.-orted, 2es-:'c

bevervane .

The Cc-nity have, ax you ".l1 ren.d'Ily a;recixte,
been exLaninirn very eloeely the te:ms of thiu ctatemnenv of intention

gvenv Thia exair.stio.n had led to ceme diaqaiet cncer-ninl the tarM

Of .)it ftatencrlt of Intentionv abc%;t the ...-up TeTiht doen

of course appreciate that an ndertekingto eli inr ata di eriin tory

precticen in thi3 erea coa..ot 4ji ly be gi-'en in simnle anti precitie
terrt, but we are rievertheleoe a.pprehensive lect the term "ncr=l
con~ercial considerationt" should bc 4vnterpreted by the Boarti in ruch
P way az to enable them effectively to continue dC-i-cI.nLnten.aar.3t
imnorted Epiritz. You will be awLre that the ProvInc'a.1 Liquor BoaxdA

have in the past Suctifie& their discric4natory practices with reference

to "cowreCrii1 rorsiderations" - a phrase whbth is. used once cZ2n in

the statement of iSntention. I do not krow whether you feel able to &&i

anythiLn corcerninG this phrase which would demonztrate that OU. fdarb
ari groundlezrsi but I =V4u -.n any case infoa you thait thl Coe0=ity
will be looking for prof in the performance of the Provincil1 Liquor
Bos.rds that the x~nderteking S.v effective in eliininting dinbcri6inition
agny eytC u iritn. Ad the Contunity doet of course t:p;d
thu Cantdiaxi Federal Government to u~tntain itp own eurveillance
of the way in which the undr-tin is being imlemented.

Sincerely,

R. de CharmonyGREY
bpvsaiosrrndP lead of Dclegation ., L
nsMUZn Delegation
19 - Chemin du Chap d'Afiier c1. v1 *rx

USGANU.
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ANNEX II

Article 31 of the Havana Charter

Expansion of Trade

1. If a Member establishes, maintains or authorizes, formally or
in effect, a monopoly of the importation or exportation of any
product, the Member shall, upon the request of any other Member or
Members having a substantial interest in trade with it in the
product concerned, negotiate with such other Member or Members in
the manner provided for under Article 17 in respect of tariffs, and
subject to all the provisions of this Charter with respect to such
tariff negotiations, with the object of achieving:

(a) in the case of an export monopoly, arrangements designed
to limit or reduce any protection that might be afforded
through tile operation of the monopoly to domestic users
of the monopolized product, or designed to assure exports
of the monopolized product in adequate quantities at
reasonable prices;

(b) in the case of an import monopoly, arrangements designed
to limit or reduce any protection that might he afforded
through the operation of the monopoly to domestic
producers of the monopolized product, or designed to
relax any limitation on imports which is comparable with
a limitation made subject to negotiation under other
provisions of this Chapter.

2. In order to satisfy the requirements of paragraph 1(b), the
Member establishing, maintaining or authorizing n monopoly shall
negotiate:

(a) for the establishment of the maximum import duty that may
be applied in respect of the product concerned; or

(b) for any other mutually satisfactory arrangement
consistent with the provisions of this Charter, if it is
evident to the negotiating parties that to negotiate n
maximum import duty under sub-paragraph (a) of this
paragraph is impracticable or would be ineffective for
the achievement of the objectives of paragraph 1; any
Member entering into negotiations under this
sub-paragraph shall afford to other interested Members an
opportunity for consultation.

3. In any case in which a maximum import duty is not negotiated
under paragraph 2(a), the Member establishing, maintaining or
authorizing the import monopoly shall make public, or notify the
Organization of, the maximum import duty which it will apply in
respect of the product concerned.
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4. The import duty negotiated under paragraph 2, or made public
or notified to the Organization under paragraph 3, shall, represent
the maximum margin by which the price charged by the import
monopoly for the importer product (exclusive of internal taxes
conforming to the provisions of Article 18, transortation.
distribution and other expenses incident to the purchase, sale or
further processing, and a reasonable margin of profit) may exceed
the landed cost; Provided that regard may be had to average landed
costs and selling prices over recent periods; and Provided further
that, where the product concerned is a primary commodity which is
the subject of a domestic price stabilization arrangement,
provision may he made for ad-justment to take account of wide
fluctuations or variations in world prices, sulbject where a maximum
duty nas been negotiated to agreement between the countries parties
to the negotiations.

5. Withregard to any product to which the provisions of this
Article apply,, the monopoly shall , wlhereve r this principle canorO L
effectivleyapplied andsubject to theotherprovision provisions of this
Charter,import and offerforsale suchquantities of the product
aswill be sufficient tosatisiv thefulldoemstic demanclesF i tc de ianIl for thie
irnp,'rLed product , t.1cC-cL'urt IheLug, taLkcu 4f an%' rat oioing t.on CoillsUImer
of the importedand likedoemstic product which may be inferceati.nI ecrce at:
that time.

6.In applyingthe ig
U 1 . r tLhe

repeated mainly for social,
purposes. OS ; .

the provi.s ions rf i: iis ArticlIe,
I act t. Iht :;,ie monolp ol .iC s a re
for s;,.'I I"a I , cU I t uI.r I, unan i La

dur' tercI sha;a I ,
e s LahiuI1 SiLe i a;(

r ian o r V C!. e'I L e

hiis Ar t J (' tIe;i;; I 10 t .1 i tii t. IC' 11 ,; 1W ML<'-OCr, x ! '.I:I rr ot k

assistanceto domesticproducers permittedby other rm itted H ther pro.: l,i: ,

thisId rItt.cr

adArticle31

Paragrpahs 2and 4

The maximum import duty re
would cover the margin which has
pblished or notified to the
colleced. wholly or inpart, at the
customs duty.

referred to in paragraphs
been negotiated or which
Organization, whether
the custom house as an

Paragrapih 4

With reference to the second proviso, the method and degree of
adjustment to be permitted in the case of a primary commodity which
is the subject of a domestic price stabilization arrangement should
normally be a matter for agreement at the time of the negotiations
under paragraph 2 (a).

2 and !4
has been
or not
ordinary


